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2. Board Consent  

 Approval of Agenda 
 Approval of Proceedings from February 7, 2012 
 

3. Public Comment – At the beginning of the meeting public comment will be taken on items not 
on the agenda. Individuals that wish to speak at this time must sign-in at the beginning of the 
meeting. For agenda items that have already gone out for public hearing and/or have had a public 
comment period that has closed, the Board Chair may determine that additional public comment 
will not provide additional information. In this circumstance the Chair will not allow additional 
public comment on an issue. For agenda items that the public has not had a chance to provide 
input, the Board Chair may allow limited opportunity for comment. The Board Chair has the 
discretion to limit the number of speakers and/or the length of each comment.  
 
4. Elect Vice Chair (3:30-3:35 p.m.)  Action
Background 

 Doug Grout assumed chairmanship in January leaving the Vice Chair position for the 
lobster board vacant 

Action 
 Elect Vice-Chair 

 
5. Consider Draft Addendum XVIII for public comment (3:35-4:30 p.m.)  Action 
Background 

 The Board indicated draft Addendum XVII was an initial step to start rebuilding SNE at 
the August 2011 meeting and initiated draft Addendum XVIII and XVIV to scale the 
SNE fishery to the size of the SNE resource 

 The Board tasked the LCMTs to recommend programs that could scale the SNE fishery 
to the size of the SNE resource 

 LCMT 2 and 3 proposed a consolidation proposal. LCMT 4, 5, and 6 have not put 
forward a proposal. 

Presentations 
 Review of draft Addendum XVIII, T. Kerns (Briefing CD) 
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Action 
 Approve Draft Addendum XVIII for public comment 

 
6. Review and consider Terms of Reference for 2014 American Lobster Stock Assessment 
(4:30-5:00 p.m.)  Action 
Background 

 The next benchmark lobster stock assessment is scheduled for completion in 2014 
 The Technical committee and stock assessment committee will need to begin work on 

the assessment, therefore Terms of Reference (TORs) will need to be approved 
 The TC has recommended TORs for the assessment (Briefing CD) 

Presentations 
 Review of TC recommended TORs, J. Carloni 

Action 
 Approve TORs for the 2014 Assessment 

 
7. Discussion of possible impacts of potential Council action on lobster in Closed Area II 
in Georges Bank (5:00-5:15 p.m.) 
Background 

 Doug Grout sent a letter to the Board reviewing impacts of potential Council action on 
lobster in closed area II of Georges Bank. This area has a high concentration of berried 
lobster.  (Briefing CD) 

Discussion 
 Discuss letter, D. Grout 

 
 

8. Other Business/Adjourn 
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The American Lobster Management Board of the 
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission 
convened in the Presidential Ballroom of the Crowne 
Plaza Hotel, Alexandria, Virginia, February 7, 2012, 
and was called to order at 8:30 o’clock a.m. by 
Chairman Douglas Grout.   
 

CALL TO ORDER 

CHAIRMAN DOUGLAS GROUT:  Good morning.  
This is the American Lobster Management Board, 
and we’ll start moving forward.  We have an 
ambitious agenda to get through in two hours.  My 
name is Doug Grout.  I’m the new Chair of the 
Lobster Board.  I just want to point out to you that we 
have the New Hampshire team up here. 
 
We have Josh Carloni, who is the new Technical 
Committee Chair from New Hampshire.  We also 
have Jeff Marston from New Hampshire, who is the 
law enforcement representative.  You’re in good 
hands in New Hampshire right now.  Before I begin I 
was asked to provide a message to all you legislative 
and governors appointees that attended the workshop 
yesterday, could you please submit your critique 
sheets that were in the back of your packet to 
Danielle sometime today.  It would be greatly 
appreciated. 
 

APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

Okay, that being said, under Item Number 2 we have 
approval of the agenda.  Are there any changes to the 
agenda that people would like to make?  There is one 
thing that I would like to add on.  I sent a letter to this 
board last week concerning some large amounts of 
egg-bearing female lobsters that are occurring in 
Closed Area 2. This is a closed area in the groundfish 
management plan.  There are also habitat closures 
there. 
 
I wanted the board to be aware of this because there 
is the potential that the New England Fishery 
Management Council may be removing the 
groundfish mortality closures in the future because 
we’re now under hard quotas, and they may decide 
they don’t need those closed areas in the future.   
 
I wanted to make you all aware of it because we 
manage lobsters, and it might be something we might 
want to look at in the future to try and protect some 
of the large numbers of lobsters.  I would like to add 
that to other business.  Is there any objection to that?  
Is there any objection to the agenda as amended?   
 
 

APPROVAL OF PROCEEDINGS 

CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, now approval of the 
proceedings from the November 2011 meeting; any 
changes?  Yes, Pat. 
 
MR. PATRICK AUGUSTINE:  Move to approve 
and then a note on the agenda about nominating a 
vice-chair. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, very good.  We have a 
move to approve the agenda; do we have a second – I 
mean the minutes. 
 
MR. AUGUSTINE:  To correct the agenda but 
approve the proceedings; two separate items. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Two separate items, so 
you’re going to move the agenda – 
 
MR. AUGUSTINE:  You don’t have a note on here, 
Mr. Chairman, to elect the vice-chair.  At least I 
didn’t see on the agenda. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Would you like to add that 
to it? 
 
MR. AUGUSTINE:  Could we, please, and wherever 
you prefer.   
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Toni is indicating that we 
were going to do that at the next meeting, but would 
you like to move it up? 
 
MR. AUGUSTINE:  Is there any reason for the 
delay, Mr. Chairman?  The same people are going to 
be nominated. 
 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR JOHN V. O’SHEA:  Mr. 
Chairman, our normal practice is staff to get with 
individuals and see what their abilities are relative to 
their other responsibilities to chair this thing, and 
we’re in the process of doing that, and that’s why we 
asked to defer it until the next meeting. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Any objection?  Okay, so the 
agenda is approved and you made a motion to 
approve the minutes from the 2011 meeting; is that – 
 
MR. AUGUSTINE:  Correct, Mr. Chairman. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  And is there a second to that 
motion; seconded by Bill.  Is there any opposition to 
that?  Seeing none, we’ll move on.  I have one person 
that has signed up for public comment.  Again, this 
public comment is on items that are not on the 
agenda here.  David Spencer, I have you. 
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PUBLIC COMMENT 

MR. DAVID SPENCER:  Mr. Chairman, full 
disclosure; this is in Addendum XVII and yet I don’t 
think it is a portion of Addendum XVII that the board 
intends on talking about, so I’ll give you that 
opportunity right now before I start. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Is there any objection to him 
speaking right now?  Go ahead, Dave. 
 
MR. SPENCER:  I brought this up at the end of the 
last meeting and I quickly realized I was the only 
impediment standing in the way of adjournment, so I 
thought I would try this at the front end of this 
meeting.  Pages 9 through 12 in Addendum XVII to 
me are by far the most important pages in that whole 
document and I think probably the least read. 
 
What this is, is about the deficiencies in data 
collection for lobster, broken into two categories, 
both state and federal issues.  I’m not going to list 
them all, but I think this very briefly boils down to 
some very low-hanging fruit in tweaking SAFIS 
dealer reports, making sure that they’re standardized 
data collection programs in all states and that 
standardized reporting from fishermen in all states.  
That’s on the state waters level. 
 
Being a federal fisherman, my biggest concern is 
really three or four statements in this document, and 
I’ll the liberty, if I could, to read one.  It says, “The 
catch disposition for a substantial portion of the 
Southern New England Lobster Fishery, which 
occurs in federal waters, is poorly characterized.  As 
a result it would be difficult to detect and assess the 
effectiveness of commonly used input controls in the 
federal waters portion of Southern New England.” 
 
That’s not the only statement to that effect.  The 
disturbing trend is that the lobster fishery is 
displaying an offshore trend in Southern New 
England so we have more and more of the fishery 
taking place in an area that we can’t adequately 
characterize or monitor the catch outside of landings.   
 
I brought this up at the last meeting.  Obviously, by 
identifying this I think it was the correct thing to do.  
However, I’m going to bring up this document was 
written in August of 2011.  We’re now at the third 
board meeting since then, and I guess I will ask is 
there a plan to take some action on these; and if so, 
when?   
 
I think it’s critical that these be addressed; and I’ll 
say again as a federal waters fisherman I think the 

federal portion of this is scary.  I think it has the 
potential to put lobster management by this board in 
jeopardy, and I would certainly like to start working 
on getting this fixed.  I will leave it there.  The only 
think that I will add is especially in the federal waters 
portion of this, this has risen to such a level I don’t 
think that this board in and of itself is going to be 
able to solve it.   
 
I think this will take a joint effort.  I think NMFS 
needs to stand up front and center to be a partner 
here.  This board is individual states, and to me one 
of the most important aspects of this is going to be 
the enlistment of industry to help solve this problem.  
I would just ask is there an intention by the board to 
address this, and I’ll leave it at that.  Thank you. 
 
MR. PETER HIMCHAK:  Mr. Chairman, to that 
point I would just like to mention that when New 
Jersey was required to implement the at-sea sampling 
program under a prior addendum – I know if it was 
XII, XIV or whatever – but, yes, all of our at-sea 
sampling is essentially in federal waters.  We 
committed two areas, 4 and 5.  Logistically it was 
just inconceivable for us to sample out in Area 3 and 
we do not sample out there, but we do a fair amount 
of coverage of Areas 4 and 5, and it’s all in federal 
waters. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Any other comments from 
the board?  I know this has been an area that I think 
that there could be some improvements of monitoring 
from my own experience.  The question has always 
been where the funding is coming from as we have 
struggled also with other species management plans 
with this, especially where it’s in federal waters here.   
 
I think it’s something that at a future board meeting I 
think we really do need to look at some options here.  
If the industry is available to get involved and maybe 
help fund some of it, that may be a direction that we 
can take at this point.  Any other comments?  Okay, 
thank you, David.   
 

DRAFT ADDENDUM XVII 

REVIEW OF LCMT PROPOSALS & 
TECHNICAL COMMITTEE REPORT 

 

Draft Addendum XVII; final approval; we’re going 
to start off with Toni providing the review of the 
LCMT proposals.  Then we’ll have a report from 
both the technical committee and law enforcement 
committee before we have final consideration of this.  
Toni. 
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MS. TONI KERNS:  Josh and I are going to do a tag 
team review of the proposals.  I’m going to go 
through the proposal for each of the areas and Josh is 
going to give us the TC review so we kind of do it 
together.  Just as a reminder, at the last board meeting 
the board approved the option in the draft addendum 
for the 10 percent reduction, utilizing either a closed 
season or a change in the minimum or maximum size 
or a combination of the two. 
 
Tables were provided to the LCMTs that were just 
passed out to you guys at the beginning of the 
meeting that gave us how much of a reduction, 
changes in the minimum of maximum size or 
changes in the season would be.  The LCMTs were 
able to utilize those tables when determining what 
measures they wanted to recommend to the board. 
 
The LCMTs were supposed to give proposals back to 
ASMFC by December 24th, and then the TC was to 
review those proposals.  We received proposals from 
all the areas except for Area 5.  Some of the 
proposals did not come by December 24th, but the TC 
was able to review all of those proposals and get 
information back to the board that was on the 
supplemental materials. 
 
Today what we need to do is approve measures for 
each of the areas and then we would do a final 
approval of Addendum XVII with those measures 
that are approved for each area contained within the 
document so that they’ll be codified in the 
Addendum XVII document.  For Area 6 proposal, 
Area 6 proposed a fall closed season.  They did not 
give specific dates, but they would be based on the 
tables that are provided, Table 12 in addendum. 
 
The gear is being proposed to be removed during 
those closures.  There is a possibility that they may 
allow a grace period of two weeks to remove the 
traps and allow the traps to be returned two weeks 
early, and also there would be an exemption for those 
licensed traps for black sea bass and conch would not 
have to be removed from the water.  The closed 
season dates would be approximately – I’m looking 
to Dave – about five to six – five weeks; is that 
correct? 
 
MR. DAVID SIMPSON:  Yes, I thought I sent you 
four options later.  After the LCMT meeting we 
realized there was an issue with updated New York 
landings, and I thought we sent you four options.  I 
can try to get it from staff.  The idea was to close 
somewhere between the day after Labor Day and 
September 15th and then go until we achieved the 10 
percent reduction.  The four options were, as I said, 

between – I think Labor Day is September 3rd in 
2013.  It be like somewhere between the 4th and 15th, 
the 4th and 15th and two dates in between.  It took us 
into November with the new – well, to us new 
numbers. 
 
MS. KERNS:  It’s on Page 3 of their proposal. 
 
MR. JOSH CARLONI:  The TC reviewed all of these 
proposals; and for Area 6, based on the data provided 
from that Table 12, it would achieve a 10 percent 
reduction in landings on paper.  The TC recommends 
that the closed season be accompanied by gear 
removal to prevent untended traps.   
 
These traps will have benefits for other species such 
as black sea bass, tautog.  We would also recommend 
that there be specific time periods when the closed 
season starts the traps be taken out and when it ends 
the traps can be put back in.  This is just because if 
there was a grace period it could inflict non-harvest 
mortality on lobsters.  We also suggest that effort and 
landings patterns be assessed to document any shifts 
from the closed season.  This goes back to the 
recoupment issue that the TC has cautioned the board 
about. 
 
MS. KERNS:  Okay, next is the Area 3 proposal.  
Area 3 proposes to increase its minimum size to 3-
17/32 as well as use its previous 2007 and 2008 
minimum size increase and their vent increase from 
2010 to account for the additional 5.6 percent 
reduction in harvest.  The Area 3 proposal also 
requested that the board address the data deficiencies 
that were highlighted in the addendum as David just 
went through at the beginning of the meeting.  The 
board should revisit these implemented measures if 
and when the stock rebuilds.  They also requested 
that the board quickly implement the measures that 
are identified in Addendum XVIII.  
 
MR. CARLONI:  Based on the landings data 
provided from LCMT 3, it would achieve a 4.4 
percent reduction in landings.  That would mean that 
an additional – I’m sorry, the additional credit that 
they were asking for was from past gauge and vent 
change in regulations, and that does not meet the 
guidelines established by the board, so LCMA 3 
would have to come up with an additional 5.6 percent 
reduction. 
 
MS. KERNS:  And at the last board meeting the 
board said that each of the areas would have to 
propose new measures to achieve the 10 percent 
reduction.  That 5.6 percent that Area 3 is looking for 
is credit from Addendum IV, which was the change 
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in the vent, and I believe it’s Addendum III that 
brought them up in the minimum size.  Those were 
both in response to the 2000 stock assessment 
changes. 
 
MR. BOB ROSS:  This is Bob Ross with NMFS.  I’d 
just like to briefly advocate for Area 3 in this 
situation.  I believe that if we look back historically, 
Area 3 has been one of the more organized areas 
relative to moving forward with recommendations 
that were not mandated by the board.  I go back again 
to some of their what I consider to be proactive trap 
reductions. 
 
When the commission originally began the trap 
reduction scenarios, Area 3 went forward with 
additional measures from I believe 2002 to 2006.  
They took sliding scale trap reductions that were tied 
into the 2000 assessment.  However, going forward 
after that, even as things quieted down, if we recall 
there was a period of what they called these “if 
necessary measures” where every area was requested 
to identify additional management measures that 
would kick in if necessary based on updated stock 
assessments. 
 
Looking back at the history, although the board I 
believe in 2006 decided that none of these “if 
necessary measures” were needed by any area, Area 
3 continued to take those “if necessary measures”, 
which included an additional 10 percent trap 
reduction over a two-year period in 2007 and 2008, 
and also an additional 2.5 percent trap reduction each 
year in 2009 and 2010. 
 
That is in addition to the gauge increase, the 
maximum and a larger V-notch.  All that said, I 
would just like to note that from my knowledge of 
the Area 3 effort, their allocations are at this point 
lean and mean, and I would just like to note to the 
board that they continue to advocate for aggressive 
management in their area.  Thank you. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Thanks, Bob, I appreciate 
your comments there.  What I was hoping – and I’m 
sorry if I wasn’t clear on this – is to go through each 
of the LCMA proposals, get the technical committee 
review and take questions on them from the board 
and then we’ll have motions by the board to approve 
each of the LCMA proposals so that we can debate 
and provide advocacy or opposition to any of them at 
that point so they’ll be included in the plan. 
 
Just to let know, once we get through addressing all 
of these proposals with motions one way or the other, 
we will have the thorny issue of we don’t have a 

proposal from LCMA 5. I know Pete is going to 
addressing that or we may need to have something 
put in place in the interim and have them go through 
conservation equivalency to get something in or 
something so that we have an LCMA plan in place 
for that area before we approve this addendum.  What 
I’m hoping is we’ll have something in place for each 
of the LCMAs and then we’ll approve the addendum 
at this meeting.   
 
MR. AUGUSTINE:  Question, Mr. Chairman; Toni, 
did you say that the 10 percent reduction was based 
on the stock status of 2000? 
 
MS. KERNS:  No, Pat, I had just said that change up 
to the 3-1/2 inches and the change in the vent were in 
response to the 2000 stock assessment.  Those were 
measures that were deemed necessary based on that 
2000 stock assessment from which those proposed 
measures were originally put in place for. 
 
MR. AUGUSTINE:  Thank you.  Just a follow-on; I 
was going to jump up and down and climb on the 
table and support what Mr. Ross had said.  It just 
seems that this happens to be area that had been 
proactive.  I won’t elaborate on it now, but I sure 
would defend the LCMT 3’s position as to where 
they’re trying to go with this.  In fact, it appears they 
have accomplished the 10 percent reduction.  Thank 
you, Mr. Chairman. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT: Again, that will be 
appropriate once we have a motion on the board for 
it.  Okay, the next LCMA proposal. 
 
MS. KERNS:  Area 2 put forth a proposal for a 
mandatory V-notching program. This would be 
considered a conservation equivalency program since 
the addendum only contained changes to the 
minimum size, maximum size or a season.  The 
proposal requires that all fishermen notch and 
immediately return all legal egg-bearing females.  
Notching would begin July 1, 2012, and the program 
would be validated through sea sampling and 
reviewed on July 1, 2014. 
 
MR. CARLONI:  As Toni said, this does not meet 
the requirements set forth by the board in Addendum 
XVII.  The TC does feel that this proposal has the 
potential to reduce exploitation by 10 percent with 
sufficient participation.  To achieve that 10 percent 
reduction, there would need to at least be a 50 percent 
compliance with the V-notching program.  The TC 
would also recommend that both Rhode Island and 
Massachusetts continue with their sea sampling as a 
way to validate this type of a program. 
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CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Are there any questions on 
that?  The reason I asked that is because I had a 
question on.  This could be either for t he TC or for 
maybe Dan because I know you were reporting the 
LCMA 2 proposal here.  Do you have in your sea-
sampling data or did they present any information in 
the sea-sampling data that indicated that there was 
any percentage of lobsters that are already V-notched 
that come in from other areas; and if so, shouldn’t the 
increase be above what is currently prohibited with 
being taken?  For example, if you have 2 percent of 
the lobsters are already V-notched and they’re not 
being to be taken, shouldn’t that increase be above 
what your current levels are? 
 
MR. CARLONI:  Doug had asked me this question 
previously so I talked to Bob Glenn.  It was originally 
at 1 percent V-notching, so it would actually have to 
come up to 11 percent of rate of V-notching.  As 
we’ll get into later on in LCMT 4, they have a similar 
proposal, and theirs was very minimal, the amount of 
V-notches in LCMT 4. 
 
MS. KERNS:  For LCMT 4, they submitted two 
proposals.  The first proposal is a mandatory V-
notching program and a season closure.  Their V-
notching program would require all fishermen to 
notch and immediately return all legal egg-bearing 
females. The original proposal that was turned into us 
gave us a five-week season closure from January 1st 
through February 7th. 
 
The second proposal that was turned in is strictly a 
season closure.  This season closure would be April 
29th through May 31st.  Traps would remain in the 
water.  No lobster would be harvested direct or 
bycatch.  There was a request in the proposal for the 
most restrictive rule to not apply to the season 
closure. 
 
MR. CARLONI:  And again this does not meet the 
guidelines set forth by the board, the proposal for 
LCMT 4.  This is for Proposal 1.  The TC does feel 
that it has the potential to reduce exploitation by the 
6.4 percent, and that would only be if there was a 
hundred percent compliance with the mandatory V-
notch program.  We would highly recommend the 
need for an ongoing sea-sampling program that 
would be able to validate this by July 1, 2014. 
 
New Jersey currently has a sufficient amount of 
sampling in their sea-sampling program.  We would 
recommend that since New York only conducts one 
trip annually in this area that they would increase it to 
a minimum of six trips annually.  This next bullet 

point has been addressed by LCMT 4, but when we 
got the original proposal it was not. 
 
Basically what they did is they didn’t account for V-
notching when the season would be closed; and since 
it closed in January and February, they wouldn’t be 
able to V-notch then.  They originally had it in that 
they were getting that V-notching done, but they have 
since fixed that, maybe.  The TC still needs to review 
that. 
 
The closed season that would accompany that V-
notch proposal would achieve the nominal 3.6 
percent reduction in landings.  The second proposal 
that the TC looked at, it would achieve the 10 percent 
reduction in landings.  For each proposal the TC 
recommends, as with some of the others, effort and 
landings patterns be assessed to document any shifts 
that may be going on and the closed season be 
accompanied with lobster gear out to benefit all 
species. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Any questions on this 
proposal?  Dave. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  Yes, it actually relates back to the 
Area 2, but it is relevant.  It seems to me the target 
you’d be shooting for wouldn’t be 10 percent V-
notching; it would be 20 percent because you’re only 
doing females; so to get the 10 percent reduction 
you’d need to do 20 percent of the female component  
of the population; isn’t that right? 
 
MR. CARLONI:  I think the best way to explain this 
would be – let’s deal with LMA 2.   They, from sea-
sampling data, found that 20 percent of their legal 
catch was made up of egg-bearing females; so with a 
hundred percent compliance with this V-notch 
program, all 20 percent would be V-notched and in 
subsequent years protected.  Does that answer your 
question?  No. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  No, the plan requirement in 
Addendum XVII is to reduce exploitation by 10 
percent beginning in 2013 ; so to accomplish that 
wouldn’t a proposal that was directed at conserving 
only females need to conserve 20 percent of the adult 
female population?  Regardless of the number of egg 
bearers or anything else, you need to reduce 
exploitation 10 percent overall, so 20 percent for the 
female component of the population. 
 
MR. CARLONI:  Let me think of the best way that – 
I’m pretty much going to repeat what I just said.  Of 
the legal sized animals out there, so anything – in the 
Gulf of Maine it’s 83 to 127.  In Southern New 
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England I don’t know exactly off the top of my head, 
but of all legal size animals out there, 20 percent of 
those were made up of females with eggs.   
 
So if all 20 percent of those were V-notched, you’re 
correct, they wouldn’t be protected right away 
because they had eggs, but when they drop their eggs 
and in subsequent years – I  think the proposal said 
by July 1, 2014, is when we would validate whether 
10 percent of the legal size population had a V-notch.  
Regardless of whether it was male or female, 10 
percent by that time would have a V-notch and thus 
be protected from exploitation. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Is that clear, Dave, because I 
know I started going down that road and then the 
thing, at least in my mind, that had me turn it round 
was it’s 20 percent of the total catch and not 20 
percent of the females.  Any other questions on Area 
4’s proposal.   
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  It’s more of a comment, Mr. 
Chairman, but subsequent to the LCMT meeting I 
know that New York and New Jersey technical 
committee staff, recognizing, of course, that you 
don’t get any credit for V-notching during a closed 
season, they’ve come up with a suite of options on 
seasonal closures to augment the V-notching 
percentage. 
 
This leads into the difficulties I have with Area 5, 
which it’s kind of like a forgotten child in this 
addendum, but I think – and as I explained in that e-
mail that I sent out to you and to other state directors 
on Friday, in Area 5 I think we have to come to some 
kind of common ground on a seasonal closure in 
Area 4 to augment the mandatory V-notching before 
we can address Area 5, and Area 5 we just have to 
follow suit with whatever Area 4 – the conservation 
equivalency approach of Area 4. 
 
We can’t divide our state up into half and have 
people jumping from one area to the other.  Area 5 
accounts for a total of 9,000 pounds in the last 
reported year at least for New Jersey.  So, I just 
wanted to add that to the fact that we – and, Jim, 
correct me if I’m wrong, but we prefer the mandatory 
V-notching approach augmented by a seasonal 
closure to equal the 10 percent and the dates to be 
determined later. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Well, Pete, when we get to 
the part about Area 5, maybe you could make a 
motion to that effect that it would be the same as in 
Area 4, and then we could deal with it in that manger.  
Any other questions on Area 4?  Toni. 

MS. KERNS:  Area 4 turned in some additional 
season closures to go along with the V-notch 
program after the TC had indicated to them that you 
couldn’t take credit for V-notching during a closed 
season because you wouldn’t be harvesting lobsters 
at that time, and so they came back with new dates 
for the closed season.   
 
Those were turned into Josh and not actually turned 
into me, so the TC hasn’t had an opportunity to 
review those closed season dates yet, but these were 
the dates, January 1st through February 28th; February 
1st through March 31st; February 1st through April 
7th; March 2nd through April 30th or three weeks of 
April.   
 
The TC would have to go back to make sure that they 
were calculated correctly for the correct amount of 
conservation.  That is what was turned into the group.  
Again, there is no proposal specifically from Area 5 
so there is nothing for the TC to review on that.  Just 
as reminder for the board, there are the tables for the 
reductions for changes in the minimum and 
maximum size.   
 
For the areas that we don’t have proposals from, if 
we need to choose from those, we can utilize these 
tables as well as the changes in the percent harvest by 
LCMA by month.  If we wanted to put together a 
closed season for any of the LCMAs that didn’t meet 
the requirements from the addendum document, we 
could utilize these tables to pick seasons or minimum 
or maximum sizes here today.   
 
The TC also had a couple of clarification questions 
for the board; which period of landings or measure of 
exploitation should be used to measure the 
effectiveness of these measures?  Does the board 
want the TC to go back to make sure that there really 
was a 10 percent reduction?  Will we be holding the 
LCMAs accountable to that or not? 
 
If the board wants to hold them accountable to that, 
the TC notes that the landings in most areas had 
continued to decline in the last five years prior to any 
actions being taken in this addendum document.  The 
board would need to indicate what years the period of 
landing measures would be.  In previous discussions 
we had indicated 2007-2009. 
 
Also, the TC is concerned that dual permitted vessels 
will shift effort from one LCMA to another LCMA 
during closed seasons, so the board should consider 
utilizing the most restrictive rule if closed seasons are 
implemented so that a fisherman with both LCMA 2 
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and 4 couldn’t just shift into the other LCMA when 
one of them is closed. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  That concludes your report?  
Okay, Law Enforcement Report. 
 

LAW ENFORCEMENT REPORT 

MR. MARK ROBSON:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  
You will recall that the LEC did present a memo 
regarding its comments on the Addendum XVII.  For 
the most part, most of those comments – in fact, in all 
cases really those comments still apply.  We did have 
an opportunity  to get some of the LEC members 
together on a conference call to review the specific 
LMT proposals, and so we would just offer a couple 
of comments on those. 
 
Again, they pretty much adhere to our original 
comments in the memo back in October or 
November.  First of all, the LEC still feels very 
strongly that if closed seasons are implemented, that 
all gear should be removed from the water.  It 
presents an enormous enforcement issue if that’s not 
the case.  I think that statement was made before and 
so we adhere to that as well. 
 
There was some concern expressed about the notion 
that if there is a closed season and allowing a grace 
period either to get traps in the water, early soak 
period or to remove them after the season is closed, 
again the LEC would prefer that not be the case, that 
you have a clean cut-off of getting gear out of the 
water. 
 
We do understand – and several LEC members 
pointed this out – that there may be some situations 
where it could be, from a practical standpoint, 
important for fishermen to have a little more time to 
get out of the water.  If that were the case, then as 
they are pulling trips for the last time during the open 
season, that they would have to somehow disable 
those traps. 
 
If they’re going to put them back in the water to 
remove them after the season is closed, those traps 
would have to be disabled.  Overall, the preference 
would to get them out of the water at a clean date and 
to not put them in the water until a certain date.  
Again, we also reiterate, as we did before, that it 
would be very important to apply the most restrictive 
rule to any of those fishermen who may be dual 
permitted. 
 
It has already been pointed if you have a situation 
where somebody who is dual permitted can shift their 

effort from an area that’s closed to a nearby area, an 
adjacent area that’s not closed, that presents 
problems, certainly, and so we definitely recommend 
applying the most restrictive rules for dual permitted 
or multiple permitted fishermen. 
 
We did discuss the V-notch program.  A couple of 
the LEC members, as an observation, pointed out that 
they’ve seen V-notch programs in effect and they can 
be effective and we believe that’s possible, but they 
really do require a significant amount of compliance 
and buy-in by the fishermen and the industry to be 
successful. 
 
If that’s the case, they can be successful.  From an 
on-the-water enforcement perspective to make sure 
that the lobsters that are being taken are V-notched 
and put back in the water, that’s a very difficult, very 
costly and very timely thing to try to enforce.  
Obviously, enforcement can deal with possession of 
V-notched lobsters.  This is very straightforward, but 
the actual on-the-water assurance from an 
enforcement perspective that lobsters are being V-
notched as they’re encountered and put back is 
something that is very difficult to achieve.  Mr. 
Chairman, those were essentially the comments that 
we had. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Any questions for Mark?  
Pat. 
 
MR. AUGUSTINE:  Very good report; thank you, 
very clear.  It appears that the board should consider 
developing some action to determine how the 
permitees are going to be allowed to fish during a 
period of time.  Law enforcement says we really have 
to have some way of determining or controlling the 
dual permitted guy.   
 
We haven’t talked about that at all, Mr. Chairman, so 
would that be an issue that we can address in the next 
meeting or two; so that when we go forward with this 
being implemented in 2013 we have some clear 
language that will allow the permitees to decide or 
we decide for them – that’s going to be a tough one – 
which area they’re going to be able to fish in during 
this period of time so we can prevent to the best 
possible way or eliminate this jumping from area to 
area.  I think it’s a prime issue and I think we have to 
address it soon.  Thank you. 
 

CONSIDER FINAL APPROVAL OF 
ADDENDUM XVII 

                                                                  
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  I agree with you, and I think 
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it’s an issue that we need to discuss today after we’ve 
approved the LCMA proposals.  Pete. 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  Mr. Chairman, I have some real 
problems with this gear-out-of-the-water issue insofar 
as in New Jersey we have one lobsterman that fishes 
exclusively in state waters and everything else is 
conducted in federal waters.  My question is we 
cannot imagine any regulatory authority that we have 
to require any of these pots in federal waters to be 
removed from the water.  I’d like some guidance on 
that. 
 
My second comment is that the small landings of 
lobsters in Area 5 are actually a byproduct or a 
bycatch of the directed black sea bass fish pot fishery 
where they have a trip limit.  Of course, we can 
prohibit the landings of the lobster bycatch during the 
months; but I mean essentially removing the gear 
from the water, the primary fishery is black sea bass.  
While I understand the benefits of getting gear out of 
the water during closed seasons, I don’t know how to 
resolve these issues. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Pete, to your last issue, in 
the addendum the gear-out-of-the-water provision is 
specific to lobster traps, so those other traps are not 
something that you have to worry about.  Maybe to 
your concern about the state requiring traps out of the 
water for traps that are in federal waters, is there any 
input that our federal partners can provide on that if 
we were to approve this addendum with such a 
clause?  Bob. 
 
MR. ROSS:  A couple of comments here.  One of the 
concerns we have is our ability to move forward 
quickly to draft and implement regulations for 
Addendum XVII.  In our discussions under the PDT 
when this addendum was being drafted, as well as 
some of the comments that NMFS provided at the 
board, it was our concern that the measures in this 
addendum would need to be developed in a way that 
would rely on state enforcement and not federal 
enforcement. 
 
Again, because until we get regulations on the books 
for these closed seasons or V-notching or whatever, 
technically there are no federal regulations – not 
technically; there are in fact no federal regulations 
that our law enforcement could enforce in this case, 
although bear in mind that clearly NMFS has joint 
enforcement agreements with the vast majority of the 
states at this point. 
 
The other issue we have is our ability to address 
things like the black sea bass fishery.  We have an 

Area 5 waiver that was initiated by the commission 
as well as the Mid-Atlantic Council as well as I 
believe the state of Maryland requesting waivers for 
any black sea bass fishermen that also had a lobster 
permit. 
 
We developed regulations I believe back in 2001 or 
2002 to allow that, so technically anyone with a dual 
permit, both lobster and black sea bass, electing to 
fish for black sea bass is waived from all lobster 
regulations other than the 100/500 possession limit.  
That is, as Mr. Himchak indicated, another issue that 
has to come into play here; but from a federal 
perspective, the Area 5 dual permit holder that is 
electing to target black sea bass and does that 
formally on their federal permit would in fact be 
waived from all lobster regulations.  I hope that 
helped a little bit.   
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Well, what I hear is that 
New Jersey saying they can’t enforce it and you’re 
saying you can’t enforce the gear out of the water for 
lobster traps.  Terry. 
 
MR. TERRY STOCKWELL:  Following up on Pete 
and Bob’s comments there, it was just more of a 
statement about the process, Mr. Chair, and how we 
go forward with addressing each of the proposals 
from the different LCMTs.  I appreciate their work 
and proposing closed areas; but without an ability to 
address the issues raised by the TC and Law 
Enforcement Committee, I think we need to address 
it kind of holistically as we go through each area 
rather than approve a plan of a closed area and then 
try to figure out how to deal with the closure later.  It 
certainly would impact how I’m going to feel in my 
support on each of the measures. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Would you suggest that we 
address these broad issues such as most restrictive 
rule and traps out of the water before we address each 
of the plans?  I was thinking about doing it 
afterwards, but it sounds like you’re uncomfortable 
with that. 
 
MR. STOCKWELL:  I’d feel more comfortable 
about having a discussion prior because it will 
certainly impact how we look at each of the 
individual LCMT proposals. 
 
CHAIRMAN:  Is there any objection to taking that 
process, that we take the broad issues before we 
address each of the LCMT proposals?  Seeing none, 
we’ll go with that process.  Before we go to that 
process, Bill, did you have a question here. 
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MR. WILLIAM A. ADLER:  Mr. Chairman, I had a 
question for Pete.  In the Area 4 Proposal for a closed 
season in addition to the V-notch and then getting to 
the sea bass issue, the proposed closures that they’re 
thinking about; is that during a sea bass pot season as 
well?  I mean, do they go year round or is that – 
whatever they proposed here on their short January to 
February or a couple of others; is that sea bass time, 
too? 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  The January through March closed 
period does not correspond to black sea bass fish 
potting, but I would say the ones that include the last 
week of March through April  most definitely would 
impact the black sea bass fishery. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Let me just check to make 
sure there are no more questions on any of the TC 
proposals at this point – I mean the LCMA proposals 
and the TC ‘s comments.  The broad issues that I 
have are with seasonal closures, applying the most 
restrictive rules, and then the other issue I have is 
whether with any of these season closures whether 
there are going to be traps out of the water and what 
is the definition of that?   
 
Are we going to allow a grace period or not on those, 
essentially giving them time to get out of the water 
and back into the water without them actually fishing 
or landing?  Why don’t we take up the most 
restrictive rule first?  Are there any comments on 
that?  Do you think we should apply that to our 
proposals here as a general rule that the most 
restrictive rule would apply if someone is permitted 
in more than one LCMA?  Dave. 
 
MR. SIMPSON: Yes, I think it’s pretty standard to 
fisheries management to apply the most restrictive 
rule.  I think it makes sense in this case.  If you think 
it is appropriate at this time, I’d make that motion. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Please do. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  Okay, I’d move that LCMT 
proposals require a most restrictive rule for 
participants in multiple LCMAs. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Is there a second; Terry.  
The motion was by Dave Simpson; seconded by 
Terry Stockwell.  Discussion on the motion?  Dave, 
did you want to have the first crack at discussion?  
Okay, Dan. 
 
MR. DAN McKIERNAN:  Massachusetts and Rhode 
Island are probably not going to contribute to this 
discussion because to our knowledge we don’t have 

any Area 4 or Area 5 or Area 6 fishermen.  
Therefore, all of our guys are 2 and 3; and if there is 
no season closure on the table for those, then we 
don’t need to discuss it. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Any other discussion on this 
particular motion?  Any comments from the public?  
Back to the board; Bill. 
 
MR. ADLER:  Mr. Chairman, I just was curious.  Do 
all the states except Rhode Island and Massachusetts 
allow multi LMA on their permits?  I mean, I know 
we don’t.  You pick your area and stay there, but do 
the other states still allow different LMAs? 
 
MS. KERNS:  Bill, the most restrictive rule applies 
for all of our biological measures.  Any fisherman 
that has a permit with multiple LCMAs, the most 
restrictive rule always applies, so it would be 
consistent with those measures and other biological 
measures. 
 
MR. ADLER:  So in other words the other states do 
allow multi LMAs on their permits; is that right? 
 
MS. KERNS:  Yes, there are other states that do 
allow this, yes. 
 
MR. McKIERNAN:  Just a point of clarification; 
there are fishermen or vessels that are authorized for 
two LMAs in the federal system in terms of trap 
allocation, but I believe that many or most fishermen 
opt to just fish a single LMA, especially if the 
biological measures are different.   
 
So it’s different to be authorized for two areas as 
opposed to choosing them in a given fishing year 
with trap tags that are appropriate for that year with 
the LMA, and that’s how it’s enforced on the permit 
and on the trap tag, but what is in the system, in 
NMFS’ files or in a state’s files is not relevant. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Toni would like to address 
this. 
 
MS. KERNS:  Dan, maybe if we perfected the 
motion a little bit, that might address your concern.  I 
think there are two things here.  I think we could say 
move that the LCMT measures require instead of 
proposals because we’re adopting measures as one 
clarification, and not to get to Dan’s, and then at the 
end I said apply to participants with multiple LCMA 
permits to try to get at that they have more than one 
area on their permit itself and not what they have 
necessarily been allocated.  Do you think that 
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wording gets at it correctly enough or is there 
anymore perfecting? 
 
MR. McKIERNAN:  I think it’s fairly clear as long 
as the board understands what is in play here.  It’s 
what is on the permit and what is on the trap tag; not 
what is authorized in the system for the vessel or the 
permit holder. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Dave, you’re okay with that 
and is the seconder okay with that modification so 
that proposal should be changed to measures.  Any 
other discussion on this motion?  Do you need to 
caucus? 
 

(Whereupon, a caucus was held.) 
 

CHAIRMAN GROUT:  I’ll read the motion while 
they’re caucusing.  Move that LCMT measures 
require the most restrictive rule apply to 
participants with multiple LCMA permits.  
Motion made by Mr. Simpson and seconded by 
Mr. Stockwell.  Okay, are we ready to vote?  All 
those in favor raise your hand; any opposition; 
any abstentions; any null votes.  The motion 
passes unanimously.  The next issue is traps during 
a closed season; should the traps be out of the water?  
Terry. 
 
MR. STOCKWELL:  Mr. Chairman, the goals of this 
addendum have changed greatly over our discussions 
in the year plus, and for the LCMTs to come forward 
with a proposal of closed areas I’m sure took a lot of 
thought and heartache on their part, but from my 
perspective the only way they’re going to have any 
meat is to remove the traps in the water.  I’m 
concerned about funding, monitoring and 
enforcement.  If closed areas are to be an effective 
tool, I support removing the gear from the water.  
When you’re ready for a motion, I would have one. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  I’m ready for a motion. 
 
MR. STOCKWELL:  Mr. Chair, I would move that 
all closed areas proposed in this addendum 
require that traps are removed from the water.  I 
did that completely on the fly so let think about it. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Could you say lobster traps? 
 
MR. STOCKWELL:  During the closed period. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  We were wondering if you 
could say lobster traps in your motion. 
 
MR. STOCKWELL:  So said. 

MR. AUGUSTINE:  Point of information, Mr. 
Chairman. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  If we get a second, I’ll be 
glad to – is there a second; Ritchie White.  
  
MR. AUGUSTINE:  Were you going to add the 
closed area – I’m sorry, the removal of the pots as a 
part of this or a separate motion.  I’m sorry, the LEC 
suggested there might be a problem on their part 
relative to the pot being in the water, out of the water 
two weeks before, two weeks after to put them back 
in.  I have some concerns about weather conditions 
and so on, and that’s why we talked about a window.  
Is it part of this motion or do you want to have it as a 
separate motion?  Maybe it would be easier to keep 
them separate. 
 
MR. STOCKWELL:  I share that concern, Pat, and 
my thought was to do it in a separate motion. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, discussion on this 
motion?  Terry, I’ll give you first shot at discussion if 
you’d like it. 
 
MR. STOCKWELL:  I’m just concerned about 
credibility and enforcement.  As we address each of 
these measures as we go through, I fully support 
closures as long as I know they’re going to be 
effective. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  I’m opposed to the motion but I 
support the concept of it.  It’s something we talked 
about a lot in Connecticut and quite a bit at the 
LCMT meeting.  I think it is important to get the gear 
out of the water, but it was intentional on my part and 
I thought the board’s that we did not bring this up 
when we approved the addendum, that we were silent 
on this because of all the complications of black sea 
bass traps in our area overlapping with this same gear 
and the conch fishery, all these things that I think we 
could do a pretty effective job at addressing, allowed 
to go back to the state, you know, our own state and 
develop appropriate regulations to our conditions. 
 
This is something I’ll probably say a couple of times 
this morning.  You know, this is the first time a 
lobster fishery has been subject to an overall cap on 
harvest.  This is culture shock to the lobster industry.  
You can see from the diversity of the proposals 
coming out that the industry doesn’t quite know how 
to deal with a cap on harvest. 
 
It’s routine; it’s 20 years old in fin fisheries, but this 
is a brand new concept in lobster management so I 
would ask at least in this respect, that we be given the 
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latitude to try to figure out how to make this stuff 
work.  I think the enforcement is pretty solid, is 
pretty clear because from the day we state until the 
day we restate landing is prohibited and that can be 
enforced at sea, it can be enforced at the dock 100 
percent.  Landing is prohibited. 
 
The time period that equates to 10 percent of landings 
is what we specified.  Whether the gear is in or out 
doesn’t matter in effect.  I mean, there are clear 
advantages to taking the gear out, bycatch and so 
forth that we would like to address in Connecticut 
and New York and Long Island Sound, I think I can 
say.   
 
But landing is prohibited; it’s highly enforceable 
without question.  In fact the way some of our laws 
are written, if you were in possession of any quantity 
of lobsters you’d lost your permit.  It would be a very 
serious violation to come in with two or three 
hundred pounds of lobsters that were illegal to 
possess.  I have no concerns about this being 
enforceable.  Some of the other proposals I have – I 
mean it has been clearly stated that they are not 
enforceable.  It’s an honor system and I have real 
concerns about that.  That’s my long-winded 
comment to this one area. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Just a point of clarification, 
Dave; at our last meeting we did discuss this and we 
made a conscious decision to put off that decision to 
put that into the document until this meeting, that we 
were going to make that decision then, so we’re 
going to make it one way or the other at this meeting.  
To that particular point, Jeff? 
 
MR. JEFF MARSTON:  I just wanted to caution the 
board that the Atlantic Large Whale Take Reduction 
Plan prohibits the wet storage of gear for more than 
30 days, I believe; so any areas that were under those 
restrictions, I don’t want to send a false signal to the 
fishermen that they can leave their gear out and 
violate the federal law at the same time.  Thank you. 
 
MR. WILLIAM A. McELROY:  Mr. Chairman, I 
have support for this proposal but with the caveat that 
the two-week grace period at both the beginning and 
termination of the program is a necessary measure.  
People have mentioned weather considerations and a 
whole host of different measures, but it would be 
particularly with a wintertime closure, which seems 
to be the most likely time that people are discussing. 
 
The weather doesn’t really cooperate very well; and 
if we had a hard deadline of say it’s a month of a 
closure and it starts at both ends of that, well, 

obviously, that could end up causing not what we 
want to occur.  It would essentially extend the closure 
beyond the limits that we would define because of the 
logistics of taking gear out of the water and putting it 
back in the water. 
 
A secondary concern I have along with the whales 
that was just mentioned is that if lobster gear is wet 
stored it will retain some degree of lobster and there 
is no guarantee that those lobsters will have a good 
outcome.  They very well could be eaten by other fish 
or die in the pot for various reasons, so I would have 
to support having this proposal but with the 
understanding that it would be necessary to have 
some sort of a grace period associated with it.  Thank 
you. 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  I guess my question is then – I 
mean, we have a number of alternatives with closures 
that are by weeks or a month long; and if you build in 
these grace periods, then essentially there won’t be 
any removal of gear out of the water.  I can only 
reiterate that if you’re fishing in federal waters and 
lobstering off New Jersey, I mean you are not even 
required to buy a state gear license if you’re fishing 
exclusively in federal waters.  So, I mean they’re not 
even licensed by the state of New Jersey to lobster 
fish off our coast.  We can prohibit landings, yes, but 
anything else as far as affecting their gear, we’re very 
limited. 
 
MR. McKIERNAN:  Just a question for David 
Simpson; in Massachusetts we have a conch fishery 
and a sea bass pot fishery and a scup pot fishery, but 
those are all different gears and each gear has its own 
trap tag, so it’s not clear to me why lobster gear 
would be kept in the water to harvest other species.  
Aren’t they separate gears? 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  Yes, actually with the downturn in 
the lobster industry since 1998/1999, I think the 
whole coast has experienced this surge in the conch 
fishery, conch pot very well in lobster pots, so they 
just bait them up differently, put them in different 
areas and it becomes a conch pot, so it really is the 
exact same gear that they’re using.  My thought was 
we’ll need to develop something like a conch tag and 
enhance our level of management in that fishery to 
deal with lobster in addition to conch itself. 
 
MS:  KERNS:  Dan, that is why I had asked Terry to 
include the word lobster trap to try to get at that 
we’re looking at directed lobster traps and to give the 
exemption to the directed sea bass pots.  Obviously, 
those pots still have the potential to catch lobster, but 
the state would have no landings of lobster for 
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anyone so that we would be covered under there, but 
as to not have unintended catch of directed lobster 
pots sitting in the water for one to three months. 
 
MR. ROSS:  Just to follow up briefly on Pete 
Himchak’s comment relative to this most restrictive, 
federal regulations do have that codified now, so all 
federal permit holders would be bound to the most 
restrictive regulations of state or federal.  In this case, 
as I indicated, NMFS would not be able to 
promulgate these regulations in a timely enough 
manner to enforce directly ourselves.  However, I’d 
like to reiterate that under our regulations any state 
measures, our permit holders would be bound to 
those regulations under our most restrictive rule.  
However, it would be up to the state to enforce that 
end of it. 
 
MR. ADLER:  Back to Bill McElroy’s comment 
about a grace period, would that mean that if you had 
– I’ll just pick a date – January 1st to March 1st 
closure, let’s say, would the closure – actually grace 
period be within the closure, so, in other words, the 
full closure isn’t until the middle of that period of 
time; is that how that works? 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Bill, we’re going to discuss 
that in a subsequent motion.  Just in the interest of 
time here, we’re at 9:45 and we’ve got 45 minutes to 
go through the rest of this addendum and Addendum 
XVIII.  Is there any other critical debate on this 
specific motion?  Seeing none, I’ll give you a minute 
to caucus and I’ll read the motion.  Dave. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  Just a clarification; so you’re 
saying that it would be a separate question whether 
the grace period? 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  That’s what was indicated 
earlier; that there will be a separate motion on that.  
The motion reads move that all closed areas 
proposed in Addendum XVII require that lobster 
traps are removed from the water during the 
closed period.  Motion made by Mr. Stockwell; 
seconded by Ritchie White. 
 

(Whereupon, a caucus was held.) 
 

CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, I’m going to call the 
question.  I’m sorry, I didn’t go to the public on this.  
Sure, come on up.  John, could you make your 
comments brief so that we can move through this 
addendum?  Thank you. 
 
MR. JOHN GERMAN:  My name is John German, 
an Area 6 fisherman.  I’d like to make a comment on 

this requiring lobster traps moved from the water.  
The traps that we fish are, Mr. Simpson said, used – 
it’s more of a combination fishery that we have right 
now.  They’re used extensively for conchs.  Lot of 
guys don’t even use the standard conch pot.   
 
They use lobster pots, depending on how they bait 
them and where they put them.  Also, they’re used in 
the scup fishery, the tautog fishery and the sea bass 
fishery.  It depends on the definition, but if you 
remove the lobster trap from the water, that would 
eliminate all of those fisheries which are extremely 
important at this time for us.   
 
We don’t have tags for anything else but lobster pots.  
All the other pots are just – they don’t have to be 
tagged with a tag.  It will be extremely hard on us 
financial-wise to give up all those fisheries plus the 
lobster fishery.  Thank you very much. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, that being said, thank 
you very much for that comment.  Let’s vote on this.  
All those in favor of the motion raise your hand; all 
those opposed; any abstentions; any null votes.  The 
motion passes eight to two to zero to zero.  Yes, 
David. 
 
REPRESENTATIVE DAVID H. WATTERS:  Mr. 
Chairman, I just want to be sure based on the public 
comment that what we mean by lobster traps are traps 
used exclusively for lobstering? 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Directed fishery lobster traps 
is the intent.  Is there any discussion that you want to 
make on having a timeframe for them to get the traps 
out of the water and in the water?  Dave Simpson. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  I think it’s critical to recognize the 
difference between a trap fishery where a guy might 
have an allocation of 200, 500, 2,000 traps and an 
otter trawl fishery where you just spin the net up on 
the reel and you go home.  You can’t make it happen 
it one day.  Given that our whole approach to this in 
the assessment of it has been based on landings. 
 
We have a fairly protracted closed season proposed 
from September 3rd potentially to the end of 
November.  It’s not like we have a four-week closure 
and we’re going to spend the whole four weeks either 
taking gear out or putting it back in.  A couple of 
weeks I think is quite reasonable to get out there and 
bring all your gear back in an orderly fashion – 
landing is prohibited – and then again on the other 
end of the season gradually start putting gear back in.   
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We could even talk about when those pots could start 
to be baited again.  I think we have to have that and I 
think it’s a pretty essential component of this overall 
plan if we’re going to actually be able to implement a 
closed season.  What I expect to happen in Long 
Island Sound is given the seasonality of this, a fall 
closure, it’s going to create two fisheries again the 
way there used to be. 
 
There will be the summer guys who will never put 
gear back in and then there will be the full timers 
who will go back in and fish in the wintertime, so 
there is going to be other benefits to a closed season 
if we can provide the latitude to make it work.  The 
specific time period may have to be LMA –specific, 
but for LMA 6, Long Island Sound, I think two 
weeks on either end to take gear out and put it back 
in is very workable.  Again, there are no landings 
allowed from Date A to Date B. 
 
MS. KERNS:  Dave, I have a question for you on the 
two-week grace period.  There are some proposals 
where the closure is only one month; and so if you 
give them a grace period of two weeks on one end 
and two weeks on the other, those fishermen will not 
have to take their traps out of the water.  They would 
have the ability under the regulations to not have to 
take those traps out of the water.  Is that what the 
board is looking to allow?  It’s just as a clarification. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  Yes, and that’s why I said I think it 
needs to be LMA-specific because of those details.  
There are complications in federal waters that were 
alluded to where gear has to be hauled at least every 
30 days.  Those are nuances of LMAs and why we do 
things LMA-specific.  
 
MR. G. RITCHIE WHITE:  Mr. Chairman, I’d 
certainly support the two weeks at the end of the 
season.  Weather that time of year can clearly create 
problems and I think it’s not reasonable to expect 
someone to get all their gear out within a day or two, 
so I think the two weeks after.  I think the two weeks 
prior to I don’t support.   
 
We regulate a lot of fisheries, shrimp, herring, where 
we have limited landing days, and it’s very common 
that the fishermen miss some of those days due to 
weather and they’re just not able to fish, so I think 
the weather on the front end of the season is 
something the fishermen have to live with.  Thank 
you. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  What I’d like to do is 
potentially get a motion on the board to discuss this.  
I guess the basic concept, as David brought up, do we 

want to do this again as a broad-based policy or do 
we want to do it on an LCMA-specific.  If anybody 
has got a motion or would like – Dave – and then I’ll 
have discussion on the motion.. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  I would move for LMA 6, that – 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  What I’m trying to get at is 
does the board want to have a broad-based policy or 
not?  Then if we decide, yes, we’re going to have a 
policy or if we’re not going to have a policy, then 
we’ll go to individual LMAs as opposed to – that is 
what I’m trying to get at right now, Dave. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  Okay, yes, I was I guess doing two 
things at once.  Answering the question, I think we 
need to do it by LMA and what we want to do in 
Area 6.  There is the practical reality of this that it’s 
not a midwater trawl that you, you know, roll back up 
on your 200-foot boat and you go home.  It’s fixed 
gear.  They could have a thousand traps.  They can’t 
do it overnight. 
 
MR. STOCKWELL:  I would suggest we make each 
one of these proposals LMA-specific and not try to 
get ourselves wrapped around the axle by making a 
motion that would be cross-cutting. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Is there any objection to 
that?  It kind of sounds like that’s the will of the 
board right now.  Now, with that being said, if there 
is no objection to that, we’ll go to the specific 
proposals now.  I had Bill and Craig; was there a 
specific thing you wanted to talk about? 
 
MR. McELROY:  No, the suggestion I was going to 
have would be a motion that would have two factors.  
One would say that for areas that had an extensive 
closure, that a two-week window would be 
allowable; and for areas that would have a shorter 
window, say a month or something like that, the 
provision might be that the lobster trap tag be 
removed from that pot so the fellow would still be 
able to chase after other species.    
 
Obviously, a grace period for a one-month closure, as 
was pointed out, wouldn’t work so that might be an 
alternative.  I don’t think it’s a need for a motion 
now.  I think you kind of corrected that.  Thank you.   
 
MR. STEPHEN R. TRAIN:  We talk about the grace 
periods, and I have been lobstering for 25 years.  If I 
decide I’m going to go scalloping or shrimping or go 
to Disney World, I’ve always had my gear out the 
day I needed my gear out to do the other fishery.  I 
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mean whether there is weather or not, we knew what 
the deadline was and we did it. 
 
Do I think that we could have a grace period; yes, but 
I think maybe what we should do is allow the states 
the authority to grant the grace period in their 
enforcement and not encourage the grace period in 
the motion because they may know that we had a 
week of bad weather and they should give them 
another five days to get it up.  But to write it in there 
when we might have a one-month closure and a two-
week grace period on either end, we didn’t do 
anything. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, let’s move on to the 
various proposals.  I think I’d like to take them in the 
order in which the TC had responded; so Area 6’s 
proposal first.  Do we have a motion relative to Area 
6’s proposal?  David. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  Are you looking for overall or just 
the gear-out-of-the-water component? 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  You can take it either way; 
you could have an overall and then do a gear-specific 
or you could include it within your motion overall 
with the gear-out-of-the-water proposal. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  Okay, in that case, with a nod from 
New York, I’ll move approval of LCMA 6’s 
proposal expressed in Table 3 in our proposal and 
to include a two-week gear removal and two-week 
gear reset period within the extended closed 
seasons that we propose. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Seconded by Bill McElroy.   
 
MS. KERNS:  Dave, could you say closed season 
instead of proposals so that it’s more clear to the 
public when they read the minutes from the meeting? 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  Yes, if you can just go ahead and 
make that change, so it would be LCMA – so up top I 
guess it would be the LCMA closures? 
 
MS. KERNS:  Closed seasons.. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  Closed seasons identified in Table 
3.  I suppose I should have been prepared for a 
motion, right, instead of winging it at the table. 
 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR O’SHEA:  Mr. Chairman, 
I had a question maybe in the process that the TC 
used to calculate the credit or the reduction.  What 
assumption did they make about the ending of the – I 
mean the two-week grace period to begin fishing; did 

they assume that there would be no lobsters caught in 
the traps?  I understand they can’t be landed, but I 
think that part of the year they’re fishing on a one-
week soak, anyway, so did they assume that those 
lobsters wouldn’t be in the trap when they made the 
calculation? 
 
MR. CARLONI:  I can try to answer that.  Yes, there 
was no assumption in those calculations that any of 
those lobsters would be landed and the TC 
recommended against the two-week grace period. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  If it helps, because I get that point, 
I could suggest amending the motion to say that no 
traps could be baited prior to one-week before the 
open season, and I think that would fit exactly with 
what Vince was describing that typically they’re on a 
one-week soak, anyway, so that would fit exactly 
with how the landings come in – how the landings 
came in on the time series that was used.  It would 
be, yes, no traps could be baited more than one week 
prior to the season reopening. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Is the seconder okay with 
that?  Further discussion on this motion?  David 
Watters. 
 
REPRESENTATIVE WATTERS:  Mr. Chairman, 
just to kind of voice my concerns from what we 
heard from Josh that without those calculations being 
taken into account in the effect of the closure, we 
really don’t know whether this would achieve the 10 
percent anymore.  I also don’t see how law 
enforcement could know whether a trap is baited or 
not down there.  I think my feeling is that at the end 
of the season, fine, but at the beginning of the season 
I think that we end up kind of undermining what 
we’re trying to do in the first place. 
 
MR. TRAIN:  If we do vote to authorize the setting 
of traps early, I would encourage no baiting until the 
season is open; because whether you’re landing or 
not, that trap starts fishing the day it’s baited, so that 
season is now open the day the trap was baited so that 
closed season was only three weeks. 
 
MR. McKIERNAN:  The regulation could prohibit 
the possession of bait when the traps are on board 
during the setting period. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Do you want to make a 
friendly amendment to your motion to reflect that? 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  I could make that clarification that 
was certainly my intent, that we need enforceable 
measures and law enforcement can see a boat going 
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out; and if he has got bait on board, he is in violation.  
You know, if you can’t bait them, you can’t have 
bait. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Further discussion on this 
motion?  Okay, are we all clear on the motion?  Roy, 
you have a question? 
 
MR. ROY MILLER:  Mr. Chairman, could we see 
how the TC reacted to that Area 6 Proposal? 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Would you like to respond, 
Josh, and bring that up. 
 
MR. CARLONI:  Well, I can just kind of wing it 
here.  Okay, yes, based upon the landings data 
provided in that Table 12, you would get your 10 
percent in landings.  As to the trap removal we 
recommended that the gear be taken out when the 
season is closed and put back in after and not allow a 
grace period.  I don’t know if that answers your 
question. 
 
MR. MILLER:  Just as a follow up, Mr. Chairman, 
could you provide that service each time we vote on 
one of these area proposals.  Thanks. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Absolutely!  Bill. 
 
MR. McELROY:  Is it too early to call the question 
and have a vote? 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  I was just about to do that; 
you beat me to it.  I’ll read the motion while you’re 
caucusing.  Move to approve the LCMA 6 closed 
seasons identified in Table 3, including a two-week 
gear removal and two-week gear replacement grace 
period during a closed season and no lobster traps can 
be baited more than one week prior to the season 
opening.  Motion was made by Mr. Simpson and 
seconded by Mr. McElroy.   
 

(Whereupon, a caucus was held.) 
 

CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Are you ready to vote?  All 
those in favor raise your hand; all those opposed; any 
abstentions; any null votes.  The motion passes six 
to three to one to zero.  Okay, the next LCMA 
proposal that we have is LCMA 2.  Is there a motion 
to consider LCMA 2?   
 
MR. McKIERNAN:  I have a motion and I believe it 
is soon to be up on the board.  May I read it? 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Yes, please do. 
 

MR. McKIERNAN:  Motion by Dan McKiernan to 
accept the – no, that’s the wrong one.  Motion by 
Dan McKiernan to comply with the conservation 
mandates of Addendum XVII to enact a 
mandatory V-notch program for all legal size egg-
bearing females for all harvested in Area 2 
beginning June 1, 2013, as a conservation 
equivalency for – actually, that should be 2012 as 
a conservation equivalency for a four-month 
January through April closure.  The technical 
committee shall review the proportion of V-
notched females in the catch to determine 
compliance in January 2014. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Seconded by Mark Gibson.  
Okay, Toni. 
 
MS. KERNS:  There is a small process issue that we 
have to follow here is that the addendum did not go 
out with V-notching as a measure; so if we adopt this 
in the addendum, then the board would need to 
consider going back out for public comment to allow 
for V-notching.  The other approach you could take is 
to adopt one of the measures within the addendum 
and ask for a conservation equivalency to be granted 
using the V-notch program. 
 
If the conservation equivalency program did not meet 
the requirement, then you would go back to whatever 
the original measure that you put in place that 
actually did go out for public comment.  But under 
this motion the addendum would need to go back out 
for public comment. 
 
MR. McKIERNAN:  It was my intent to accomplish 
that by making the four-month closure the default.   
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  What I’m hearing here is 
probably a cleaner way and something that will pass 
muster would be to approve the season – have a 
motion that says we approve the season and we 
approve the conservation equivalency as an 
alternative.  The point is let’s put the season closure 
in – 
 
MR. McKIERNAN:  Sure, Doug, as long as it’s one 
motion and not two motions; that’s fine.  It would be 
a motion to enact a four-month closure in Area 2 
as a default measure.  However, at this time we 
want to substitute that with the V-notch program 
as described, mandatory V-notching of all female 
egg-bearing lobsters beginning June 1, 2012. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Exactly; I think something 
where it gets the season up front and then put in the 
conservation equivalency.  Bob. 
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MR. ROBERT E. BEAL:  Dan, are comfortable with 
us wordsmithing the motion to make this a two-step 
process; first up is approving the four-month default 
season and then the second step is the conservation 
equivalency, but both those steps will be included in 
one motion? 
 
MR. McKIERNAN:  Yes. 
 
MR. BEAL:  All right, give us a couple of minutes to 
work on that. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  I appreciated having the early 
heads-up that this alternative proposal was coming, 
and I’ll say that I think anything that keeps lobsters in 
the water is a great idea.  It’s a positive step, but I 
think we just spent 30 minutes scrutinizing the closed 
season, which was an approach that was approved – 
one of the very few approaches that the technical 
committee didn’t reject and allowed us to consider. 
 
We scrutinized the heck out of the enforceability of 
that and this proposal here is effectively an honor 
system with no enforceability whatsoever.  I feel 
compelled to point out that just a few years ago this 
same board and this same technical committee 
frankly put Connecticut through the ringer on a 
conservation equivalency proposal in lieu of the 
gauge increase to 3-3/8 inches. 
 
The state of Connecticut spent a million dollars to 
achieve the same kind of conservation roughly.  
About half of that went to fishermen as 
compensation, which they don’t have to do, but 
$500,000 was spent to demonstrate to the 
commission to their satisfaction that this indeed was 
happening.   
 
All the details of the math of prorating the season 
during which the V-notching occurred, whether it 
was just before egg out or just after egg out, all of 
those details were scrutinized in great detail..  It cost 
us a tremendous amount of money, and that was 
because it was a mandatory element of a fishery 
management plan.   
 
It wasn’t a good idea that they do in the Gulf of 
Maine and, hey, let’s try it here.  Likewise, the North 
Cape Oil Spill; the insurance company for that oil 
company had an obligation to the state of Rhode 
Island, I’ll say, and to NOAA to compensate the 
resource and provide a certain amount of 
conservation. 
 
I couldn’t get the numbers on it, but I daresay they 
spent millions of dollars verifying that the 

conservation in fact happened.  While I think it’s a 
great idea any way you can save lobsters, this 
fundamentally doesn’t meet under the Atlantic 
Coastal Act effectively implement and enforce 
component.  There is no ability to enforce this at all, 
so I’ve got concerns. 
 
Earlier on we talked a lot about V-notching, we 
talked about male-only fisheries, things that could be 
enforced, and I would suggest that could be an 
important part of this program to lend a little law 
enforcement support to the notion that you’re going 
to notch females is during some portion of the year 
that you only land males. 
 
So I’ve got concerns, I have real concerns that this is 
again the lobster industry for the first time facing an 
overall cap on harvest.  They never had this before.  
Wait until the Gulf of Maine experiences this.  It will 
be a revolutionary concept in the state of Maine; I 
know that.  So, I think we need to, well, consider 
what the implications are for other LMAs.   
 
I mean, frankly, there is no way Area 6 is going to 
actually have a closed season if what we can do is 
have a V-notch program that is essentially based on 
an honor system.  It would be like saying, okay, you 
know, you’re not going to land half of your females 
today, right, and everyone says right, and then they 
land what everybody lands.  I don’t think it meets 
that one essential element of enforceability to some 
degree, to some reasonable degree. 
 
MR. CARLONI:  I just had a quick comment in 
response to you saying that the technical committee 
had approved a closed season.  I do not think that was 
the case.  The original intent was have a quota based 
– I think it was a Southern New England exploitation 
reduction document – to have a quota-based and have 
that coupled with a closed season.  I think from the 
beginning the TC has stood by the fact that we feel 
many of these landings will be recouped. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  Real briefly; if I said the technical 
committee approved it, I meant the board.  If you 
look at the reviews of options that the technical 
committee went through, they basically threw 
everything out and left us with a gauge and a closed 
season.  So, no surprise. 
 
MR. WHITE:  I want to make sure I understand this 
motion.  If in 2014 the Commonwealth cannot prove 
that this is a conservation equivalency, then the 
closure automatically goes into effect? 
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MR. McKIERNAN:  Yes; the Commonwealth and 
Rhode Island; both states are going to provide data. 
 
MR. STOCKWELL:  A couple of questions for you, 
Dan.  The definition of V-notch; how deep are you 
going to cut them? 
 
MR. McKIERNAN:  Well, the current definition is at 
least a quarter inch deep for notching purposes, but 
for possession purposes it’s one-eighth inch notch of 
any size – I’m sorry, of any shape, one-eighth inch of 
any shape with or without setal hairs. 
 
MR. STOCKWELL:  Second question; the Outer 
Cape, are they part of this proposal or exempt? 
 
MR. McKIERNAN:  No, they’re exempt. 
 
MR. STOCKWELL:  And I guess a question to you 
and Mark both is funding for the monitoring of this; 
is it sufficient from your perspective? 
 
MR. McKIERNAN:  For Massachusetts we don’t 
have any reductions in our sea-sampling program 
planned. 
 
MR. MARK GIBSON:  Yes, the sea sampling is an 
ongoing program and the trawl survey is an ongoing 
program.  The ventless, I don’t know how far that 
will go, but those are the three detection methods 
right now. 
 
MR. ADLER:  Even the technical committee did 
indicate that with the sizes and seasons, the 
recoupment is possible, and in some of the discussion 
I read also that this V-notch concept does allow time 
that even the gauge and the seasons don’t allow.  In 
that respect I think that’s a good thing.   
 
As far as enforcement, well, you know, we can come 
up with how many fish got caught in the target 
through MRFSS and we can talk about all types of 
enforcement problems, but the point here is that – 
and, by the way, this was also brought out by the Law 
Enforcement Committee that you need buy-in by the 
industry.  I think we have proved that there is buy-in 
by the industry with something that they can do,  If 
you do look at Area 1, the Gulf of Maine, and how it 
has worked successfully – 
 
MR. McKIERNAN:  It’s on the board. 
 
MR. ADLER:  Yes, there you go right there – it did 
work so in other words, yes, they have to monitor it, 
they are prepared to monitor it.  They can see if it’s 

going to work because they know it worked in other 
places so they know what to look for.   
 
I think that this is something that you’ll get the 
industry to buy in on.  The point is if you don’t have 
the industry buy-in, then all of this is on paper and in 
a model.  I think this is a good move, especially since 
you have the fallback there as well.  Thank you. 
 
MR. GIBSON:  First, I know Dave said several times 
we have a catch limit for lobster.  I’m not aware that 
is the case.  We are considering measures which may 
or may not reduce catch, depending on how it’s 
recouped from closed season and/or our exceeding 
the gauge in the next molt, so I disagree with that 
statement. 
 
And then I’ll just reiterate what was up on the board.  
We have two examples where the V-notch population 
increased very quickly with the Area 1 that Dan just 
showed and again with the North Cape.  In addition 
to the North Cape we showed the fishing mortality 
rates plummeted.  Now, it was only temporary 
because the program didn’t continue.  We have 
demonstrated the capability the monitor that, to 
monitor and detect that. 
 
I think since we have put the default measure up 
there with regard to what we have to do should the 
monitoring fail to detect an improvement, I think we 
have reasonable program here.  The board may need 
some more discussion on how the technical 
committee comes to a determination that the program 
has – well, they can decide that; but how fast the two 
states have to react to a technical committee 
demonstration, I think that warrants some more 
discussion, but I support the motion. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  I have just one question for 
clarification myself.  Based on some conversation 
earlier today, it said the technical committee shall 
review the proportion of females and the standard 
we’re looking at, based on some of the comments, is 
it’s a 10 percent increase over the current levels of V-
notch, correct? 
 
MR. McKIERNAN:  No, it’s a calculation that reveal 
that at least 20 percent of the available females I 
believe are going to bear a notch, which is going to 
be a 10 percent reduction in exploitation.  I will yield 
to Josh on that. 
 
MR. CARLONI:  You can do the calculations in 
different ways, but the point is that, as I was saying 
earlier, if you look at the total amount of legal 
animals in the population, if at the end 10 percent of 
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those bear a notch, that was the measure.  And to 
Doug’s point, it would be 10 percent above whatever 
level you guys had prior to that, which was 1 percent, 
so it would go to 11 percent. 
 
MR. TRAIN:  Mr. Chairman, I want to tell you I 
support the motion.  As David Simpson said earlier, 
putting more lobsters back is a great idea.  I’ve heard 
people talk about risk of enforcement or voluntary 
compliance, whatever.  I have never not known V-
notching, and the fishermen get behind this like you 
wouldn’t believe.  I mean, people feel good about 
throwing these things back.  It takes a little while, it 
might in a new area, but it’s going to be one of the 
best things you’ve done if this gets approved. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Bob, and then I’ll call the 
question. 
 
MR. ROSS:  NMFS just wants to go on the record 
noting that we support the actions in this addendum.  
However, because I’ve previously noted that it’s 
unlikely NMFS will be able to generate regulations to 
complement these measures that we will abstain from 
the area-specific votes. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, time to caucus and I’ll 
read the motion.  Motion to approve a four-month 
closed season from January 1 to April 30th to achieve 
reductions required in Addendum XVII.  As 
conservation equivalency for this four-month closure, 
approve a mandatory V-notch program for all legal-
size egg-bearing females for all harvesters in LCMA 
2 beginning June 1, 2012.  The technical committee 
shall review the proportion of V-notched females in 
the catch to determine compliance by July 1, 2014.  
Motion by Mr. McKiernan; seconded by Mr. Gibson. 
 

(Whereupon, a caucus was held.) 
 

CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Are we ready to vote on 
this?  The TC’s position was? 
 
MR. CARLONI:  We thought that this program had 
the potential to reduce landings by the 10 percent.  I 
think the only concern that we had that I don’t know 
if I stated in the PowerPoint was that if you have 
areas with a lot of notches in the future and a lot of 
eggers, fishermen could possibly move to areas that 
are made up of more males.  In that case you may 
have more of a skewed ratio than is already occurring 
down in Southern New England.  That was one of our 
concerns. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, all those in favor raise 
your hand; all those opposed; any abstentions; any 

null votes.  The motion passes nine to zero to one 
to zero.  Okay, LCMA 4.  Does anybody have a 
motion?  Okay, I skipped over Area 3.  We should 
have done that before Area 2.  We have a proposal on 
LCMA 3.  Is there a motion regarding this?  Sorry, 
Dan, we’re on 3.  I started on 4 and we should have 
been on 3. 
 
MR. McKIERNAN:  Yes, I have a motion for Area 
3.  It’s a motion by Dan McKiernan to accept the 
Area 3 proposal to reduce exploitation by 10 
percent from the 2007-2009 reference period.  For 
Area 3 the minimum size shall be raised from 3-
1/2 to 17/32 effective January 1, 2013. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Do we have a second; 
seconded by Bill McElroy.  Discussion on the 
motion?  Dan, do you want to have first crack at it? 
 
MR. McKIERNAN:  My rationale for making this 
motion is consistent with that put forward by the 
LCMT in the memo in the supplemental materials, 
which is the industry was told up front that our 
reference period would be 2007-2009.  That concept 
has been in play for a while.  The LCMT has 
effectively argued that during the period 2007-2009 
there were two gauge increases and a vent increase.  I 
think that it’s reasonable given all the other 
conservation measures that they’ve had during and 
prior to that this go forward. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Further discussion on the 
motion?  Bill. 
 
MR. ADLER:  Mr. Chairman, I support this motion.  
Southern New England Area 3 is the part that’s really 
in the middle of this debate, but in general the whole 
offshore Area 3 has been healthy.  As was said 
before, they’ve jumped way ahead with all these 
different rules and reductions in traps, increases in 
gauges.   
 
I think that they need to get this little section of Area 
3, which is stuck into Southern New England.  I think 
that it’s worth supporting because they’ve done so 
much already, and this particular thing is just one 
more move in that direction of protecting the species 
in Area 3, and so I support this.  Thank you. 
 
MR. McELROY:  Mr. Chairman, I support this 
motion as well.  I think Area 3 deserves great kudos 
for being one of the few fishing regions that has been 
proactive in trying to get out ahead of the 
commission on many measures, particularly these 
latest ones with the vent increase in 2010.   
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I think the board would be sending a terrible message 
to industry to say a group that was proactive and is 
trying to be the lead and get out ahead of these 
problems would essentially be penalized because 
some of those measures occurred a few weeks earlier 
than an arbitrary deadline.  I have to support this 
completely.  Thank you very much. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Any other discussion on the 
motion?  What is the technical committee’s opinion 
on this? 
 
MR. CARLONI:  The TC just thought that it only 
achieves 4.4 percent reduction and it didn’t meet the 
guidelines set by the board. 
 
MR. AUGUSTINE:  Mr. Chairman, to that point, 
here is another case where we, the board, set such 
rigid sideboards on what your options were in terms 
of approving or disapproving particular presentations 
that were made in defense of trying to move the 
process forward; in this particular case improve the 
stock status by virtue of what they’ve done. 
 
I think we, the board, have got to be more conscious 
of the fact that there are states that look outside the 
realm of what we are trying to do to conserve.  
Again, this is a perfect example where one group has 
taken it upon themselves to, if you will, penalize 
themselves.  I think the board needs to be more 
conscious when we set the sideboards as to what we 
tell the technical committee is approvable or not 
approvable.  I fully support this and call the question, 
Mr. Chairman. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  I was going to ask if you’ve 
called the question.  Did you call the question? 
 
MR. AUGUSTINE:  I did. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, time to caucus here.   
 

(Whereupon, a caucus was held.) 
 

CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, all those in favor raise 
your hand; all those opposed; any abstentions; any 
null votes.  The motion passes eight to zero to two 
to zero.  Okay, now we’re on to LCMA 4.  Pete, do 
you have a motion? 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  Yes, I have a motion to offer; 
move to approve a conservation equivalency 
program for LCMA 4 to include both a 
mandatory V-notching program augmented by a 
closed season to achieve a 10 percent reduction in 
exploitation.  The technical committee shall review 

the necessary required seasonal closure prior to 
implementation.  There is a second part to the 
motion.   
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Go ahead, but I think we’re 
going to have to do the same thing with your motion 
that we did with Dan’s. 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  If the closed season extends four 
weeks or longer, allow a two-week grace period at 
the beginning of the closed season for removal of 
lobster pots and allow for the setting of unbaited 
lobster pots one week prior to the end of the closed 
season. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Seconded by Pat 
Augustine.  I think we’re going to have the same 
issue that we had with LCMA 2 where we need to 
have a measure that is found in the plan approved and 
then a conservation equivalency for that measure in 
the motion.  Is there a measure in the plan that you’d 
like to have approved? 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  Toni can correct me if I’m wrong 
but I think the LCMT 4 achieved a 9.9 percent 
reduction by closing the month of May. 
 
MS. KERNS:  Your original proposal had a season 
closure of April 29th through May 31st.  Would that 
be your backstop? 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  Yes, it would have to be. 
 
MS. KERNS:  And then also if the chairman will 
allow, I have an additional question.  The other V-
notching proposal has the date at which it would be 
validated.  It’s July 1, 2014, is what the TC had 
indicated through the sea-sampling programs.  I don’t 
know if you want to include that or not. 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  Well, we typically do 12 to 14 
sea-sampling trips in Area 4 over the last four years, 
and we have targeted 18 trips for 2012. 
 
MS. KERNS:  Would the conservation equivalency 
program be validated through a review of the sea-
sampling program in July 2014 through the TC? 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  Yes. 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  So we can include that in the 
motion, too? 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  Yes, Mr. Chairman.  Toni, one 
more question. 
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MS. KERNS:  Mr. Chairman, one additional question 
for Mr. Gilmore.  The TC had recognized that New 
York only conducted one sea-sampling trip; and in 
order to validate the sea-sampling for New York you 
would need to increase it to at least six trips.  Would 
New York be able to produce six sea-sampling trips 
per year? 
 
MR. JAMES GILMORE:  The only way I can 
answer that right now is essentially we would plan to 
do that.  However, this week is our budget hearing; 
so depending upon how that goes I’m not sure if I can 
do it or not, but right new the plan would be to 
increase the sea sampling. 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  Mr. Chairman, I would like to add 
that we are increasing our lobster at-sea sampling 
trips from 14 to 18.  New Jersey currently harvests 87 
percent of the landings from Area 4, New York 
taking the 13 percent.  Would that suffice for 
sufficient validation of the V-notching? 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Josh, would you like to take 
a crack at that.  I know you don’t have the entire TC 
– 
 
MR. CARLONI:  Yes, I would have to go back to the 
TC and we’d have to talk about that, but it’s certainly 
a possibility due to the fact that you have such a high 
percentage of the landings if there is good spatial 
coverage. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Well, maybe we’ll task – if 
someone could make that comment, we could task 
the TC with looking at that.  In fact, I’ll task the TC 
with looking at that unless there is objection.  Okay, 
are we still working on a revised motion?  While 
they’re revising the motion, just to get it into the 
proper procedure order for getting this into the 
addendum, I’ll take discussion on the motion if you 
feel comfortable making discussion on the motion.  
Bob. 
 
MR. ROSS:  This is more a question for the TC.  You 
had noted in Area 2 the concern about potential effort 
shift on to males due to the V-notching of the 
females.  Did the TC discuss any concerns relative to 
effort shift from state to federal waters with a 
closure? 
 
MR. CARLONI:  Not that I recall.  You’re just 
talking about a shift from state to federal waters 
within the fishery? 
 
MR. ROSS:  Yes, again, there is concern relative to 
the enforceability in part.  I was just curious if the TC 

had similar discussions on effort shift due to closures 
similar to your discussion of a potential effort shift 
due to the V-notch. 
 
MR. CARLONI:  Not that I recall but we could 
certainly discuss it. 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  I just wanted to elaborate on the 
fact that I think what we’re looking for here is an 
approval of the methodology.  The V-notching has to 
work in concert with the seasonal closure to come up 
to 10 percent.  This is analogous to how we do our 
summer flounder regulations.   
 
I think New York and New Jersey first have to come 
some kind of an agreement on what season they 
would close in Area 4.  We would have to know that 
before we go to our Marine Fisheries Council where 
our regulations have to be approved by the council, 
and we would meet in March.  We would have to get 
our Lobster Committee to meet and we would hope 
to have New York’s input and have something that’s 
compatible for Area 4. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT: So as I understand this we 
don’t have a specific season that is being put forward 
in this.  It seems that there were adjustments that 
needed to be made because of the issue of you don’t 
have any V-notching going on in a closed season. 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  That’s correct, Mr. Chairman.  In 
fact, the TC members from New York and New 
Jersey have come up with six options on different 
closures running from two months to three weeks.  
Again, I think that’s why I put in the motion about 
the TC approval of the required seasonal closure 
because V-notching would take place.  It has to come 
up to 10 percent and we would look forward for the 
approval of the methodology here and have the TC 
say, yes, you will achieve the 10 percent with this 
combination. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  And if they don’t approve 
any of the combinations, then the default goes into 
place? 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  That’s my understanding. 
 
MR. McELROY:  Mr. Chairman, I’m supportive of 
this proposal.  I think it’s well thought out.  I think 
the small degree of flexibility that they’re asking for 
doesn’t put the board in any jeopardy of undermining 
the conservation benefits of the program.  I’m fully 
supportive of it and I think it’s time to call the 
question. 
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CHAIRMAN GROUT:  I did have Tom O’Connell 
on my list before we call the question. 
 
MR. THOMAS O’CONNELL:  Maybe a question for 
Peter; I understand that the seasonal closure that’s 
identified is likely to be the seasonal closure that’s 
pursued for Area 5.  I know Maryland fishermen 
were concerned with a seasonal closure in the month 
of May with a preference for the winter seasonal 
closure.  I think what Peter is suggesting is that the 
seasonal closure needs some more discussion 
amongst the fishermen.  I ‘m just concerned that the 
way the motion is currently written identifies that 
default – the closure period that Maryland could not 
support. 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  Mr. Chairman, to alleviate Tom’s 
concerns that there would be six seasonal options do 
not run past the end of April. 
 
MR. O’CONNELL:  So, Peter, do you think the 
motion needs to be modified to address those six 
options versus how it’s currently written? 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  No, Tom, that’s the 
backstop.  You have to have something that’s within 
the plan and then they’ve got six options via 
conservation equivalency that they’re going to run by 
the TC and hopefully there will be some finalized 
decision between the states on which of those six 
options would be preferred here and would go 
forward.   
 
Okay, the question has been called.  I’ll read the 
motion while you caucus on this.  The position of the 
TC on this is essentially that I think they’ve approved 
the default, but the conservation equivalencies will be 
evaluated; am I correct, Josh? 
 
MR. CARLONI:  Yes, you’re correct.  We looked at 
their original proposal and went back and said that 
you wanted V-notching during this closed season, so 
they’ve come up with another proposal that I have 
seen but the entire TC needs to look at it and give 
their final stamp of approval.  Yes, in this area 
specifically it’s with a hundred percent industry buy-
in that they would get to that percentage of V-
notching in the population versus Area 2, which is 50 
percent to get that 10 percent. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, while you’re 
caucusing, move to approve a closed season from 
April 29th to May 31st for LCMA 4 to achieve the 
required reduction in Addendum XVII.  As a 
conservation equivalency program approve a 
mandatory V-notch program augmented by a closed 

season approved by the TC to achieve a 10 percent 
reduction in exploitation in LCMA 4.   
 
If the closed season extends four weeks or longer, 
allow two-week grace period for removal of lobster 
traps and allow the setting of unbaited lobster traps 
one week prior to the season reopening.  The 
technical committee shall review the portion of the 
V-notched females in the catch to determine 
compliance by July 1, 2014.  Motion made by Mr. 
Himchak; seconded by Mr. Augustine. 
 

(Whereupon, a caucus was held.) 
 

CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Have you all caucused?  
Okay, all those in favor raise your hand; all those 
opposed; any abstentions; null votes.  The motion 
passes eight to zero, one, one.  Okay, Pete, we now 
have the issue of LCMA 5. 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  Yes, Mr. Chairman, and again I 
want to give a little background there is a total – the 
last reported landings were 9,003 pounds in 2010 that 
was totally attributed to New Jersey.  There may be 
some confidential landings from other states.  
Everybody from Delaware to North Carolina are de 
minimis.   
 
I essentially had mentioned earlier in the proceedings 
that by necessity we would have to – we would go 
with the same combination of V-notching and 
seasonal closure for Area 5 and look for technical 
committee approval on that.  We have to do that to 
prevent a movement within our state.  I mean Areas 4 
and 5 are divided in about the midway point through 
the state of New Jersey. 
 
Again, the LCMT hasn’t formally met but there are 
only three black sea bass potters and a diver on that 
team, and they have been in communication with me.  
We have been waiting to see the evolution of the 
Area 4 management scheme that we would then 
extend to Area 5.  Now, my question is to de minimis 
states, what are their requirements under Addendum 
XVII?  Would they have to put in the seasonal 
closure because that would be a critical element to 
prevent landings of lobsters, say, in Ocean City, 
Maryland.   
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Toni, can you answer that 
question? 
 
MS. KERNS:  This is a complex question.  The de 
minimis requirements, it’s up to the board to decide 
what biological measures need to be put in place. The 
board has always had the de minimis states put in at 
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least the bare minimum biological measures.  
Because the majority of the de minimis states 
fishermen actually fish in federal waters, de minimis 
is not recognized in the federal plan, and so therefore 
there are no de minimis regulations.   
 
It’s actually the regulations that get approved in the 
document.  In effect there really is no de minimis 
because of that.  The harvest in LCMA 5, I cannot 
tell you what that exact harvest is because Pete has 
just told you what the New Jersey harvest is, and then 
I would be breaking confidentiality rules, but it is 
greater than what Pete just indicated.  In the grand 
scheme of the Southern New England area, yes, it is a 
small portion, but it is greater than 10,000 pounds. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  So it sounds like the tact that 
you were hoping to take is that they would have the 
same season or V-notch or season/V-notch 
combination as LCMA 4.  To approve this addendum 
we need to have some kind of a motion for LCMA 5.  
Would you be willing to make that motion or 
something to the effect that it would be similar to 
what LCMA 4 is? 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  Yes, I would, Mr. Chairman, 
and I’d also add that we would have adequate 
validation methods through a target of I believe I 
said five at-sea sampling trips.  We have one 
specifically for the lobster and then we have four 
in the black sea bass fishery, so we would have the 
at-sea sampling. 
 
If we could put up the last motion and change and 
make it 4 and 5 – well, no, procedurally I don’t 
think you can do that.  If we put up the last 
motion and just change the 4 to a 5, would that 
suffice? 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  It works for me.  Seconded 
by Pat.  Toni. 
 
MS. KERNS:  So the program would be validated 
through sea sampling, and the catch in Virginia and 
Maryland is greater than the catch in New Jersey.  
There is not a sea-sampling program that I’m aware 
of for Virginia and for Maryland.  Can I turn to Tom 
to ask him if there would be any sea sampling in 
Maryland to validate the program because in order to 
go with this motion we would need to validate the 
program through sea sampling. 
 
MR. O’CONNELL:  Yes, our intent is to identify 
funds to support a sea-sampling program, but it’s 
going to be contingent upon finding those funds and I 
can’t confirm that right now. 

 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  So the potential 
consequences as I read – and, Toni, you can correct 
me – is if we don’t get the proper amount of sea 
sampling needed for the conservation equivalency 
portion of it, that the whole Area 5 might default 
back to the closed season out there.  Pat. 
 
MR. AUGUSTINE: Mr. Chairman, in view of the 
fact that Mr. O’Connell doesn’t know if he can get 
funding or not, could we possibly give LCMT Area 5 
a pass for 2013 with the understanding that we’ll try 
to find funds for the following year?   
 
It’s not being tracked right how and then you have a 
number and unfortunately because of the 
confidentiality clause in this you can’t find out who 
those people are and how much they’re actually 
landing.  To hold up the whole process for a year 
because we would have to have, what, five or six sea 
samples from a group of – a very small group of 
people, it doesn’t make sense to hold up the whole 
plan.  Could we possibly think along those lines of 
giving Area 5 an exemption for 2013?  Tom, would 
that give you adequate time to try to identify some 
money to help this program? 
 
MR. O’CONNELL:  Yes, I’m fairly confident that 
we’ll have the funding.  It’s just that we’ve got to 
make that commitment and we have not yet. 
 
MR. AUGUSTINE:  Mr. Chairman, could we word it 
in such a way that it would allow Mr. O’Connell’s 
department to come forth – if they come forth with 
the money and budgeted adequately that we would 
implement the gathering of that information in 2013; 
otherwise with the understanding that you would 
implement it in 2014, that they have allowed that 
exemption.  I don’t know the words you want to use 
for that, but it seems to me that’s the solution to the 
problem.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  Was there another state involved 
in this as well besides – was it Virginia? 
 
MS. KERNS:  Virginia also has landings but they’re 
not present to answer the question. 
 
MR. AUGUSTINE:  To that point, Mr. Chairman, 
again because of the confidentiality, Toni, obviously 
you can’t tell us what Virginia’s landings versus what 
Maryland’s landings.  At the end of the day we need 
to get information from both of the states and maybe 
put Area 5 in as an exemption for both states to 
identify or come up with some monitoring program 
to accommodate our need for information for 2014.   
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It’s an exception but the bottom line is if this is the 
only thing holding up this process, I think we’re 
going to punch ourselves in the head for no reason at 
all when we get a commitment and go forward.  I 
noticed Mr. Travelstead was in the back of the room.  
I’m not sure he would want to the point, but maybe it 
could be brought up at a later meeting where we 
could ask him or off record to get some kind of 
commitment from his state. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  I think the way it still reads, 
unless we have a modification to the motion, is that 
the evaluation is going to be done in 2014.  If the 
evaluation indicates that they did not either because 
of sea sampling did not have a substantial number 
then defaults back to the other – the original 
measures, and so in that case we could leave it the 
way it’s at if everybody is comfortable with it. 
 
MR. AUGUSTINE:  As long as that clarification is in 
there.  You’re inferring it’s in there, but I think a 
single-line statement to clarify that and it would 
make it abundantly to everyone. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  If somebody wants to make 
that statement; otherwise we’ll – wants to make a 
modification to the motion, either a friendly or do we 
just leave it as this is the board’s intent?   
 
MR. AUGUSTINE:  Leave it. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Leave it. 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  Yes, I’m inclined to say leave it.  
Would not five at-sea sampling trips be sufficient for 
what could possibly be 40,000 pounds of lobsters 
landing?  I mean, 40,000 pounds is the de minimis 
level for a given state.  I don’t know what other states 
are landing, but we’re only in here for 9,000 pounds. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, given what I’ve heard 
we’re just going to leave it.  Is there any further 
discussion on this motion?  John. 
 
MR. JOHN CLARK:  I just wanted to be clear.  Now 
this closure will apply to both 4 and 5.  Are there the 
equivalencies where 5 could have a different closure 
period or would it have to remain the same one as 4? 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  I think the intent based on 
what Pete was indicating, that they’d have the exact 
same conservation equivalency or the default as 4.   
 
MS. KERNS:  John and Tom, the proposed closure 
that goes along with V-notching does not include 
May.  It’s just the default that includes May.  The 

other ones are anywhere from I think January to April 
but not including all those months, and most of them 
are just a one-month – about a one-month closure. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, time to caucus.  I’ll 
read the motion.  Motion to approve a closed season 
from April 29th to May 31st for LCMA 5 to achieve 
the required reduction in Addendum XVII.  As a 
conservation equivalency program approve a 
mandatory V-notch program augmented by a closed 
season approved by the TC to achieve a 10 percent 
reduction in exploitation in LCMA 5.  If the closed 
season extends four weeks or longer, allow two-week 
grace period for removal of lobster traps and allow 
the setting of unbaited lobster traps one week prior to 
the season reopening.  The technical committee shall 
review the portion of the V-notched females in the 
catch to determine compliance by July 1, 2014. 
 

(Whereupon, a caucus was held.) 
 

CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, has everybody 
caucused?  All those in favor raise your hand; all 
those opposed; abstentions; null votes.  The motion 
passes nine to zero to one to zero.  Okay, the next 
thing we need to address before approving the 
addendum is how long these measures are going to be 
in place for.  The addendum says they’re going to be 
from two to four years, because remember these are 
interim measures.  Do we have any motions on 
whether they’re going to be in place for two, three  or 
four years?  Dave Simpson. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  In the spirit of that, the whole 
conversation has been this is a start and we’re going 
to follow up, so I would move that they’re in place 
until replaced by a subsequent board action. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Is there a second to that; 
seconded by Bill Adler.  Discussion on the motion?  
Seeing no hands, are you ready to vote on this?  Do 
you need time to caucus?  Okay, all those in favor 
raise your hand; all those opposed; abstentions; null 
votes.  The motion passes nine to zero to one to 
zero.  Okay, now we need a motion to approve the 
addendum as modified today with the LCMT plans.  
Bill, you had your hand up first. 
 
MR. ADLER:  Mr. Chairman, I’ll move to accept 
Addendum XVII as modified today.  Is that what 
you need – to approve. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  And we have a second by 
Bill McElroy.  Discussion on the motion?   
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MR. ADLER:  I just wanted to check.  These 
requirements that come through on this apply to 
recreational fishermen and non-trap fishermen alike; 
is that the intent? 
 
MS. KERNS:  That is what the addendum had stated, 
that the measures would be applied to all fishermen. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  Yes, I’m certainly in support of the 
motion.  Well, a couple of points; one before I forget 
it – to clarify what I was saying and Mark Gibson’s 
response to it, I wholeheartedly agree with what 
Mark was saying that we haven’t adopted a harvest 
limit here.  What I was trying to say was this is the 
first time in lobster management that we’ve tried to 
directly address exploitation as opposed to managing 
minimum size, effort and so forth. 
 
That’s an important distinction and the relevance of 
that here is that in terms of figuring out if this 
addendum worked, we’re not going to look a year 
down the line or two years down the line to see if 
landings went down by 10 percent.  To determine if 
exploitation went down 10 percent you need to do a 
new stock assessment.  That’s the important 
distinction. 
 
And then I just can’t help observing the journey we 
have taken on lobster management in the last two 
years beginning with a moratorium and ending where 
we are here today.  It just says something about how 
challenging it is to manage this particular fishery and 
perhaps why congress gave lobster management to 
the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission 
instead of Magnuson because they wanted a more 
political process than a hard-nosed fishery 
management process that is represented by 
Magnuson. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Further discussion on this 
motion?  Anybody in the audience?  Yes, John. 
 
MR. GERMAN:  My name is John German, an Area 
6 fisherman.  I would like to just make one comment 
on the process here.  I’m somewhat disappointed in 
the process in that this addendum went out, and I was 
at the meeting when you decided to have it go out to 
public hearing, and the parameters there we were 
involved with were gauge size and seasonal closures.   
 
I’ve heard several proposals come up and some of 
them even passed discussing other motions and other 
plans that were approved by the board here today.  A 
lot of fishermen in different areas were not even 
aware of these options, and the board put it out as 
only two parameters we could use, and all of a 

sudden these other things showed up and the 
fishermen were not aware of them, and now they’ve 
been approved. 
 
Now if the board is going to make a decision and say 
this is what we want you to do and they put it out and 
the LCMTs convene and come up with their 
proposals, I personally feel that’s what it should be 
and not other options.  If you want other options, they 
should come up in a different addendum, so I was 
somewhat disappointed with the process.  Thank you 
very much. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, are you ready to vote 
on this?  Do you need to caucus?  I don’t see any 
objection.  All right, we’re going to vote.  All those 
in favor raise your hand; all those opposed; 
abstentions; null votes.  The motion passes 
unanimously.  Yes, Dave. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  To John’s comment from the 
audience, I fully expect that these conservation 
equivalency motions that were approved so 
overwhelmingly – more overwhelmingly than Area 6, 
which was the only one that chose an option that was 
actually in the addendum, that we’ll be reengaging 
with the lobster industry and probably have to 
entertain some kind of similar – the possibility of a 
similar V-notching program, so just expect that to be 
coming around. 
 
MR. WHITE:  Mr. Chairman, I know Mr. Simpson 
mentioned prior to us passing this that this is the first 
step and they plan to go forward with additional 
measures to limit mortality.  My question is how 
soon do you expect to come forward with the next 
addendum to continue addressing the mortality issue 
that this barely scratches the surface? 
 
MS. KERNS:  At the last board meeting when you 
guys voted to move forward with the 10 percent 
reduction, the second part of that motion was to move 
forward with scaling the size of the fishery to the size 
of the resource and that addendum would be done 
through XVIII and XIX, and XIX would begin to go 
out for public comment in May. 
 
I had sent a e-mail to each of the state directors that 
have fisheries in Southern New England to have them 
have their LCMTs meet in order to determine how 
they want to scale the size of the resource down to 
the size of the fishery and asked that each of those 
state directors report at this meeting what their 
progress has been to achieving those proposals for 
the May meeting.   
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MR. WHITE:  Toni, does that mean that Addendum 
XIX then is going to lower mortality? 
 
MS. KERNS:  These were part of the questions that I 
had to get clarification from the board for XVIII and 
XIX.  I had a series of questions that I had to the 
board on that very issue.   
 
MR. WHITE:  Well, I guess I go back to my original 
question to David of what is the intention as far as 
continuing to limit mortality and when might that 
take place? 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  I’m just one of 20-some members 
of this board.  I think, as I said, we’ve been through 
quite a journey in management and taking any 
conservation measures through the Atlantic States 
Marine Fisheries Commission requires political will.  
It requires public will.  There has been very little 
political or public will to see aggressive management 
on this resource. 
 
That’s true at every level.  Where we got enormous 
input from the environmental community on 
menhaden, the only words from the environmental 
community on lobster were please don’t shut it down, 
it’s a vital part of our cultural identity and it should 
continue.  This is true generally.  My job is to come 
here and represent Connecticut as best I can, but I 
have no ability to set policy in Connecticut.  Other 
people who are elected have that authority. 
 
My boss’s boss’s boss has some authority to set 
policy to the extent he was given that authority by the 
state legislature and the governor.  So a longwinded 
response, there needs to be political will to do more.  
Clearly, I think we know what delegations were 
responsible for putting lobster management into the 
Atlantic Coastal Act.  I think it was seen to be very 
important to states with big lobster interests that this 
be done through a political process and not through a 
very rigid Magnuson style process, so it will come 
when it comes. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  I think we need to move on 
to the next two agenda items.  We have another board 
meeting that has been waiting very patiently.  Toni, 
do you have any kind of presentation or input that 
you’d like to go with Draft Addendum XVIII here? 
 

REVIEW OF DRAFT ADDENDUM XVIII 

MS. KERNS:  I have a presentation that goes over 
the entire addendum which would take a little bit of 
time.  I have a series of questions that are included in 
that presentation where I’m looking for guidance 

from the board on what you really meant by scaling 
the fishery to the size of the resource and what the 
overall goal of that document was. 
 
The Area 2/3 proposal was to meet that goal of 
scaling the fishery to the size of the resource and 
including in that be a reduction in traps fished by 25 
percent.  That’s what the board had asked the 
addendums to do.  It was stated on the record that the 
2/3 proposal would meet those needs at the last 
meeting. 
 
There is some guidance that I’m looking for on how 
that actually is achieved and what those goals really 
mean.  The board had indicated that the 2/3 proposal; 
we wanted to move forward with that.  If the other 
areas don’t move forward with that and get their 
proposal in time, then Areas 2/3 will be moving 
forward and leaving behind those other areas. 
 
I think I need a little more guidance in order to get 
Addendum XVIII ready for public comment than 
where it is right now.  I don’t know how we want to 
move forward in the interest of time.  I can ask those 
questions and we can either answer them here today 
or maybe I could get a couple of board members to 
meet with me and give me some clearer guidance on 
the overarching goal and then some smaller details 
within the addendum itself. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Well, Toni, I know there is 
an interest of time here, but I think this is an 
important issue that we need to move forward with 
this.  Unless the board has an objection of that, I 
would like to move forward with your presentation 
and get that input as much as possible. 
 
MR. McKIERNAN:  Mark Gibson and I would 
volunteer to give you feedback subsequent to this 
meeting if you want to move the agenda along. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Is there anybody else that if 
we were going to go with a subcommittee route that 
would like to be on this?  Bob Ross; I’ll volunteer to 
be on it. 
 
MS. KERNS:  Do you want my questions, Doug? 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Yes, and I’d like to maybe 
go through your presentation so that people are aware 
of what is going on. 
 
MS. KERNS:  All right, I will quickly go through.  
There might be some slides that I’m going to skip.  
This is the first slide, the purpose, so Addendum 
XVIII addresses the board motion to scale the 
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fishery.  It includes the consolidation proposal from 
Areas 2 and 3 as revised about two weeks ago when 
the Area 2 LCMT met. 
 
The addendum proposes a consolidation program to 
achieve the board’s goal to address latent effort and 
potentially reductions in traps fished.  In order for 
trap limits to be effective in reducing harvest and 
rebuilding the stock, we have to address latent effort.  
Without addressing latent effort from the fishery, any 
effort to consolidate the fishery can be undermined 
later on. 
 
Latent effort should be addressed to prevent any 
increase in harvest as the stock begins to grow.  The 
Area 2/3 consolidation proposals look at addressing 
traps allocated, which is slightly different than what 
the board had said to reduce active traps fished.  The 
Area 2 allocation program was implemented in 2007, 
and the Area 3 allocation program was implemented 
in 2003. 
 
Area 3 fishermen’s traps have been reduced since 
that initial allocation program; one through 
Addendum I, which is the sliding scale of reductions, 
and then again in 2007 and 2008 with a 5 percent 
reduction traps and in 2009 and 2010 with a 2.5 
percent reduction.  The addendum looks at using trap 
allocations, trap banking and controlled growth. 
 
For the proposed management tools, what is the 
overall goal that the board is looking to do?  Is it an 
overall goal to reduce traps for the entire SNE area or 
are we looking at it by just LMA?  Is the currency 
going to be active traps fished; and if so, what is the 
base year for the reduction in those active traps 
fished? 
 
If we’re going to use allocated traps as the currency, 
then is it based on the original allocation or the 
current allocation, and should the same percentage of 
reduction be across LCMAs or can it be LCMA-
specific?  And then what is the maximum number of 
years that we want to go out to achieve this overall 
goal?   
 
The document proposes to do traps reductions in both 
Area 2 and 3.  Area 2 proposes a large initial cut to 
remove latent traps.  Area 3 does not propose an 
initial allocation cut because they’ve already had 
allocation cuts over time.  Both proposals have 
additional smaller cuts to reach an overall goal. 
 
There is transfer tax being proposed.  Current 
regulations give us 10 and then there is a range that 
goes from 5 to 25 percent.  Trap transfers, the 

ASMFC rules allow for the transferring of full or 
partial traps.  The guidelines for fishermen that fish 
in multiple LCMAs is different for a full or a partial 
trap.   
 
When you do a full trap, you’re allowed to keep your 
multi-area history in your transfer; but if you only 
transfer part of your trap allocation, when the 
fisherman who is buying the trap, they actually have 
to designate which area they’re going to fish and they 
no longer have that multi-area ability.  The question 
is do we want to set the same rules for full and partial 
or allow them to be different? 
 
The proposal also looks at trap caps for each area.  
Because there are a differing number of allocations, 
it’s different for each area.  LCMA 2 proposes 
anywhere from 600 to 1,000, and LCMA 3 it’s a 
sliding scale of trap reductions starting at 2,000 and 
going down to 1,800 for the Southern New England 
over five years and down to 1,513 for Gulf of Maine 
and Georges Bank over ten years.  Trap banking, 
bank traps are owned but not fished.  They’re held in 
a banking account.  One of the questions that’s not 
clear in the document is who would develop the data 
base and track these banked accounts. 
 
Any entity or permit can establish a single banking 
account for each vessel.  One of the questions I have 
is does the vessel or entity have an allocation – do 
they have to have an allocation to establish a banked 
account or do they just need a permit?  Entities 
cannot exceed the ownership per cap of their banked 
and active traps together. 
 
The different LCMAs have differing amounts of traps 
that can be banked.  The document also looks at an 
ownership cap.  This is just the maximum number of 
traps that an entity may own in an area so it’s the 
combination of the total number of active traps that 
they can have and then total number of banked traps 
that they can have. 
 
Entities who own a trap above the cap in each area 
would be allowed to keep their allocations above the 
qualified trap, but transfers of traps after the date of 
implementation would still be subjected to the 
ownership cap.  These numbers differ for the 
ownership cap depending on which area. 
 
It also proposes controlled growth to allow an entity 
to move annually traps from their bank account to 
their active account at some predictable rate for 
business reasons.  It applies to the individual’s 
allocation by LCMA and not the individual’s total 
allocation.  For Area 2 they propose moving 
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anywhere from 100 to 400 traps per year.  Area 3 
proposes moving 1,000 to 900 traps per year. 
 
Lastly, the document looks at giving a designation to 
Area 3.  Because Area 3 spans all three biological 
stock areas, we propose to separate into three 
designations.  Fishermen would annually designate 
which area they would fish in.  It’s part of the permit 
renewal process, and they can change it from year to 
year.  The fishermen would be bound by the most 
restrictive rule for the area that they designate, and 
they would have to designate one specific area. 
 
Looking at an annual review, the performance of 
reaching the goal would be reviewed on an annual 
basis, but we would need to identify what the goal is 
for each year, which hasn’t been done through the 
programs.  The review would consider the number of 
traps transferred, the rate of the transfer, the degree of 
the consolidation taking place.  We need to set a 
compliance date and recommend measures to NOAA. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, we have a series of 
questions that need to be answered here on this, and I 
think we’ve got a subcommittee here that we’ll put 
together to try and address these. Some of these, as I 
looked it, are definitely going to need to have overall 
board overview or discussion on it, and we may be 
able to come up with some recommendations on 
some other ones. 
 
In the interest of time, my intent here would be to 
have the subcommittee meet and we’ll come back 
with an addendum at the spring meeting ready to 
hopefully move forward for public hearing at this 
point.  Dave. 
 
MR. SIMPSON:  I think the one essential part of this 
is for the technical committee to develop the nexus or 
the connection to conservation.  What is the 
conservation relevance of this addendum?  There has 
to be one ultimately for adoption and enforcement of 
this measure.  This is largely economic.  These are 
largely economic questions that I think are best 
handled by the jurisdictions in question.  The 
individual states and to the extent that they need to 
work with their neighbors for compatibility they need 
to do that and the federal government in federal 
waters.  This talks a lot about shaping the fishery in 
the image that each individual jurisdiction would like 
to see.   
 
To date, although I’ve asked multiple times from the 
technical committee can you make a connection 
between the number of traps fished and exploitation, 
any kind of conservation element, they haven’t been 

able to provide that.  I think that’s essential if we’re 
going to move forward as a commission on this topic 
as opposed to letting individual jurisdictions, state 
and federal, handle this topic. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Bonnie, you’ve had your 
hand up for a long time; I’m going to give you a 
chance.  I understand the intent here is we’re going to 
bring this forward ready to move forward in the 
spring at least for consideration here, and this will be 
one of the top items on the agenda. 
 
MS. BONNIE SPINAZZOLA:  I’d like to 
recommend that LCMT Chairs be a part of that 
subcommittee as well. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Do we have any objection to 
something like that, having the LCMT Chairs being 
involved?  I don’t see any objection to that so we will 
have that. 
 
MS. SPINAZZOLA:  Okay, thank you.  A couple of 
things about what David was saying, what he was 
referring to; I think it’s very important for everybody 
to realize that this was originally strictly an industry 
initiative to consolidate their fishery, to get rid of 
latent traps and to bring fish traps in line with where 
they’re fishery is right now. 
 
Also, we looked at things such as wind farms and 
everything else that’s taking place out there, and we 
realized there is not enough room for the fishery that 
exists presently, which is the impetus for this.  Area 3 
has been for the last ten years reducing traps, we’ve 
reduced 30 percent.  Our initial decision – actually 
the technical committee long ago told us that if we 
reduced 50 percent we would be in pretty decent 
shape out offshore. 
 
We’ve been reducing and we plan to reduce an 
additional 25 percent, which will bring us down to 55 
percent.  Area 2 has recommended reducing their 
fishery by 50 percent.  We feel as though that this is 
something that we are not asking credit for.  We are 
not asking the technical committee to give us a 
number.  We are not asking that the board feel as 
though this is something that we’re going to throw 
out there. 
 
Therefore, many of the questions that David put 
forward such as what does this mean 
conservationally, that’s great if the board wants to 
decide that, but I don’t feel or I don’t think it would 
be right to hold it against passing this addendum.  
This is common sense that the industry has taken this 
and wants to move forward to protect their fishery, to 
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work towards sustaining their fishery, and, yes, it is 
definitely an economic situation. 
 
If you look at Addendum III, one of the nine, 
whatever they are – I know what they are – or eleven 
or thirteen of however many rules there are, when 
Addendum III was set up, one of them was to look at 
the economics of the fishery, which is where we went 
in Addendum IV when we recommended 
transferability and this board approved it.  I would 
like to throw that out there and just say please 
remember we’re not asking you for credit.  We just 
want to be able to reduce the size of our industries to 
meet the size of our fishery.  Thank you. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  And you want us to develop 
an addendum to make sure it happens amongst all 
your boats because you can’t do it on a voluntary 
basis. 
 
MS. SPINAZZOLA:  No, that’s why we’re asking 
you for regulations, because voluntarily people say, 
sure, we’ll do it, but if the neighbor is not doing it or 
the guy fishing next to him isn’t going to do it, then 
he is not going to do it, which is why we need you to 
make a regulation to allow us to pare down the 
fishery.  It’s so that everyone will do it. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, we’ll take that into 
consideration in our subgroup, too.  Toni. 
 
MS. KERNS:  I just need to report to the board that – 
I was hoping ACCSP would be here to give this 
report.  The lobster trips availability data base was 
supposed to be completed and ready for sort of the 
trial period of the data base on April 1st, but it is not 
going to be ready on April 1st.  I’m trying to 
determine with ACCSP when it will be ready and 
they have not given me a final answer on that.  Once 
I know, I will report that to the board.  That data base 
is needed to move forward with these transferability 
programs.   
 
MR. ROSS:  I would just like to jump in here quickly 
to state that NMFS is in rulemaking now, as we 
indicated at the last board meeting, to implement 
transferability.  We’re very appreciative of the efforts 
by the LCMT 2 and 3 that have worked with us going 
forward on measures in this Draft Addendum XVIII.   
 
Some of these measures directly relate to 
transferability.  We are obviously engaged and very 
receptive to working with the subcommittee on 
moving this draft addendum forward in a timely 
manner so that we can capture as many of these 

additional transferability proposals as possible in our 
rulemaking as we go forward.  Thank you. 
 
CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Pete, I’m going to ask in the 
interest of time do you have any objection to putting 
off this overview of technical committee discussion 
regarding New Jersey’s stock?  We have a response 
from the technical committee to some of your 
questions.  Pete. 
 
MR. HIMCHAK:  No, I’d simply like to say that I 
appreciate the time that the ASMFC staff and the 
technical committee have invested in addressing our 
concerns.  We learned and we move on accordingly. 
 

OTHER BUSINESS 

CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Okay, thank you.  Under 
other business, we had my letter and we’ll put that off 
and we’ll make it an agenda item at the spring 
meeting.  Bonnie, is this really, really important.  
We’re very, very, very late. 
 
MS. SPINAZZOLA:  I’m sorry, Mr. Chairman.  
There was one motion that Dan had to look at 
Addendum XVIII and change the words “25 percent 
fished” to “full allocation” or “initial allocation”.  
The only reason I bring this up now – and I realize 
you’re probably not happy – is because if we create a 
subcommittee it will be important to know whether 
we’re looking at traps fished or traps allocated.  
Frankly, the reason traps fished should be changed is 
because the way traps are determine whether they’re 
fished or latent or whatever is different in every state 
and the federal government, which doesn’t even look 
at – you know, can tell you or will determine what 
latent means.   
 
The only other thing, too, is if traps fished are 
reduced by 25 percent all you’re really doing is 
leaving latent traps in the fishery.  I’d like to ask if 
we can very quickly – if people can agree to it very 
quickly.  Otherwise, we can leave it alone. 
 

ADJOURNMENT 

CHAIRMAN GROUT:  Unless there is objection to 
this, I think this is an issue that also needs to be 
addressed at the subcommittee.  This is a very big 
policy issue and not something we can do quickly.  
Okay, with that being said, are there any other items 
that need to be taken up right now?  Thank you very 
much; I appreciate your work today. 
 

(Whereupon, the meeting was adjourned at 11:32 
o’clock a.m., February 7, 2012.) 
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Public Comment Process and Proposed Timeline 
 
In December 2011, the American Lobster Management Board approved a motion to initiate the 
development of an addendum to the Interstate Fishery Management Plan (FMP) for American 
Lobster to respond to the poor stock condition in the SNE lobster stock area. The Board directed 
the Plan Development Team to scale the size of the SNE fishery to the size of the resource in the 
SNE stock. This draft addendum presents background on the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries 
Commission’s (ASMFC) management of lobster, the addendum process and timeline, a 
statement of the problem, and options for management measures in the SNE lobster stock 
(lobster conservation management areas 2 and 3) for public consideration and comment.  
 
The public is encouraged to submit comments regarding this document at any time during the 
addendum process. Public comments will be accepted until 5:00 PM (EST) on xxxx. Comments 
may be submitted by mail, email, or fax. If you have any questions or would like to submit 
comment, please use the contact information below. 
 
Mail: Toni Kerns 
 Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission Email:  tkerns@asmfc.org 
 1050 N. Highland St. Suite 200A-N   (Subject line: Lobster Draft 

Arlington, VA 22201         Addendum XVIII) 
 Fax: (703) 842-0741 
 

 
  

January –April 2012 

August 2012 
Management Board Review, Selection of 

Management Measures and Final Approval 

Public Comment Period 

Current step in the 
addendum process 

Draft Addendum for Public Comment Developed  

Board Reviews Draft and Makes Any Necessary 
Changes

May-July  2012 

May 2012 
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1.0 Introduction 
The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC) has coordinated interstate 
management of American lobster (Homarus americanus) from 0-3 miles offshore since 1997. 
American lobster is currently managed under Amendment 3 and Addenda I-XVII to the Fishery 
Management Plan (FMP). Management authority in the exclusive economic zone (EEZ) from 3-
200 miles from shore lies with NOAA Fisheries. The management unit includes all coastal 
migratory stocks between Maine and North Carolina. Within the management unit there are three 
lobster stocks and seven management areas. The Southern New England (SNE) stock (subject of 
this Draft Addendum) includes all or part of six of the seven lobster management areas (LCMAs) 
(Appendix 1). There are nine states (Massachusetts to North Carolina) that regulate American 
lobster in state waters of the SNE stock, as well as regulate the landings of lobster in state ports.  
 
While this Addendum is designed to address the single discrete SNE stock unit, past American 
Lobster Management Board (Board) actions were based on the management foundation 
established in Amendment 3 (1997), which established the current seven lobster management 
areas that are not aligned with the three lobster stock boundaries. LCMA-specific input controls 
(limited entry, trap limits, and biological measures) have been the primary management tools 
used by the Board to manage lobster fisheries under the FMP. Managers working to recover the 
SNE stock  face significant challenges since they must confront the complexity of administering 
and integrating six different management regimes crafted primarily (and largely independently) 
by the Lobster Conservation Management Teams (LCMT’s). To be effective, management 
actions must not only address the biological goals identified by the Board, but also acknowledge 
and attempt to mitigate the socio-economic impacts that may vary by LCMA, while ensuring that 
multiple regulatory jurisdictions have the capability to effectively implement the various 
management tools available in this fishery.  
 
The Board initiated this draft Addendum to scale the SNE fishery to the size of the resource with 
an initial goal of reducing qualified trap allocation by at least 25 % over a five to ten year period 
of time. The goal may be different in each LCMA depending on the condition of the fishery and 
amount of unused traps in each area. The Board motions read: Move to … As a second phase 
initiate Draft Addendum XIX to scale the SNE fishery to the size of the SNE resource. Options in 
the document will include recommendations from the LCMTs, TC and PDT. These options would 
include, but are not limited to, a minimum reduction in traps fished by 25% and move to proceed 
with Draft Addendum XVIII on LCMA 2 and 3 effort control programs to meet the terms of the 
second phase in the previously approved motion.  
 
The most recent transferability rules were established in addenda XII and XIV. This addendum 
proposed to modify some of those rules as well as establish additional guidelines. Proposed 
changes to current regulations are noted in section 3 of this document.  
 
1.1 Statement of the Problem  
Resource Issues 
The SNE lobster stock is at a low level of abundance and is experiencing persistent recruitment 
failure caused by a combination of environmental drivers and continued fishing mortality 
(ASMFC, 2009). It is this recruitment failure that is preventing the SNE stock from rebuilding. 
This finding is supported by the 2009 Stock Assessment Peer Review Panel and the 2010 Center 
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for Independent Experts review of Technical Committee (TC) findings and conclusions 
articulated in the April 2010 report to the Board: “Recruitment Failure in Southern New England 
Lobster Stock.  
 
Current abundance indices are at or near time series (1984 to 2009) lows (ASMFC 2009) and this 
condition has persisted since the early 2000s. In May 2009, the Board set interim threshold and 
target values well below those recommended by the TC in recognition that stock productivity has 
declined in the past decade. The Stock is overfished but overfishing is not occurring. Members of 
the Board and TC believe that environmental and ecosystem changes have reduced the 
resource’s ability to rebuild to historical levels. 
 
Management Issues 
The Board initiated this draft addendum to scale the SNE fishery to the diminished size of the 
SNE resource, including an option that would result in a minimum reduction in traps fished by 
25%. This addendum proposes a consolidation program for LCMAs 2 and 3 to address latent 
effort and reductions in traps fished.  
 
The limited entry programs for each LCMA had unique qualifying criteria and eligibility periods 
resulting in widely disparate levels of latent effort among the areas. Consequently, measures to 
remove latent (unfished) effort from the fishery will need to be developed for each LCMA based 
on the current amount of latency and the unique qualifying criteria and eligibility periods used by 
each management jurisdiction. For trap limits to be effective in reducing harvest and rebuilding 
the stock, latent effort must first be addressed to prevent this effort from coming back into the 
fishery as the stock grows and catch rates increase. Without action being taken to remove latent 
effort from the fishery any effort to consolidate LCMA 2 and 3 will be undermined. It is 
anticipated that long-term reductions in traps fished will occur as a result of this addendum.  
 
2.0  Background 
The ASMFC Lobster Management Board has approved past addenda governing the LMCA 2 
and 3 trap fishery that allocated traps to each permit holder based on past performance (LCMA 2 
allocated traps in 2007 for state permit holders and LMCA 3 in 1999, Table 1). Once NOAA 
Fisheries allocates traps to LCMA 2, both LCMAs will have a finite number of traps that can be 
fished based on the total allocation of individuals qualified to fish in the areas. While difficult to 
calculate and confirm for all areas and jurisdictions, it is estimated that the effort control plans 
allocated more traps than were being fished at the time the allocation schemes were adopted. The 
effort control plan for Area 2 was adopted in the middle of the decade long decline in the fishery. 
Because the fishery was already seeing substantial attrition, the initial allocations in LCMA 2 
and 3 created a pool of latent trap allocation that could be fished in the future. The number of 
fishermen and traps fished was substantially higher in the late 1990’s and continues to decline 
through the present day. Nevertheless, the proportion of trap allocation that is unfished is 
significant and continues to grow (Table 2).  
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Table 1. Initial Trap Allocation approval for each LCMA 

LCMA 
ASMFC 
Approval 

State 
Approval

NOAA 
Fisheries 
Approval 

Area 2 2006 

MA - 
2006  RI 
- 2007  
CT- 
2006 Pending 

Outer Cape 
Cod 2003 

MA - 
2003 Pending 

Area 3 1999 N/A 2003 
Area 4 1999 N/A 2003 
Area 5 1999 N/A 2003 

 
 
Table 2. Traps allocated and max traps fished (traps reported fished by fishermen in harvester 
reports) for 2008-2010 for LCMA 2 and 3. 

 
The trap allocation programs for LCMA 2 and 3 also contained provisions which allowed 
transfers of trap allocation among eligible permit holders to mitigate some the negative effects of 
trap allocation schemes. These programs are called ITT’s: Individual Transferable Trap 
programs. However, despite the desire for trap allocation transfers, they have yet to be fully 
enacted, primarily because NOAA Fisheries and Rhode Island DEM have met administrative 
challenges trying to implement these programs.  
 
Through Addendum XII, it was understood by the Board and NOAA Fisheries that before 
transfers would be allowed or resumed two things must occur: 1) NOAA Fisheries must adopt 
complementary rules to allocate traps for federal permit holders in LCMA 2 and Outer Cape Cod 
(OCC) and 2) a joint state/federal database must be created to track trap allocations and transfers 
among the permit holders for these three areas. NOAA Fisheries is currently in rulemaking to 
consider federal rules that would allow trap allocation transfers among LCMA 2, 3, and OCC 
permit holders, as well as establish complementary LCMA 2 and OCC trap allocations for 
federal permit holders in these areas. It is expected that the trap allocation transfers could happen 
for the 2013 fishing season. When the program commences, industry members anticipate a rash 
of transfers that could in fact raise the effort level (traps fished) in the fisheries – despite the 10% 
conservation tax to be placed on transfers in LCMA 2, 3, and OCC. If the net result is increased 
effort, then conservation goals would be compromised, at least temporarily. The joint 
state/federal database is scheduled to be completed in 2012. 
 

LCMA 2008 
Traps 

Allocated 

2008 Max 
Traps 
Fished 

2009 
Traps 

Allocated 

2009 Max 
Traps 
Fished 

2010 
Traps 

Allocated 

2010 Max 
Traps 
Fished 

LCMA 2       
LCMA 3       
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The effort control plans in LCMA 2 and 3 resulted in some amount of effort reduction at the 
permit holder level and at the aggregate fleet level. Many permit holders in LMCA 2 received an 
allocation of traps that was less than the level of traps they fished prior to allocation. The LCMA 
2 plan relied on a combination of traps fished and poundage to allocate traps. Some permit 
holders with relatively low landings received a trap allocation that was lower than their reported 
traps fished. Until the allocation transfer program is created these permit holders are frozen at 
their allocation level without any means to increase their allocation. Meanwhile many LCMA 3 
permit holders have seen their trap allocation reduced by a series of addenda (Addendum I and 
IV), that imposed differential trap cuts on Area 3 fishermen based on the size of the original 
allocation. Fishermen with lower allocations were cut 10 %, while others with very high 
allocations were being cut up to 40%. As a general rule, most Area 3 fishermen had their historic 
allocations cut by approximately 30%.  
 
Despite the scaling down achieved through the effort control plans, many in the industry fear the 
soon-to-be-approved transferability program could result in a flurry of transfers that will spike 
fishing effort. Therefore, an effort reduction proposal was put forth to the Board by LCMT 2 and 
3 to mitigate some of the anticipated unintended consequences of trap allocation transferability 
programs that are expected to come “on-line” in the months ahead. The proposal establishes 
long-term effort reductions (allocated traps) in the LCMA’s that feature excessive permits and 
trap allocations, especially in SNE where the stock is declining. The proposal creates a 
framework that allows for LCMA-specific long-term reductions in trap allocations with 
constraints on how quickly a permit holder can build up their trap allocation after a transfer 
occurs. If enacted, these cuts in trap allocation are designed to eliminate latent trap allocations 
and reduce the number of traps actually fished. Industry members who envision improvements in 
the economics of the fishery are willing to undertake these trap reductions as long as the relief 
valve of trap allocation transfer is available to maintain a profitable fishery for the remaining 
participants.  
 
SNE fishermen recognize that the decline in lobster abundance and the potential for future 
offshore industrial development could constrain the fishable areas and reduce future landings to 
unforeseen low levels. In the absence of government funds to remove permits or trap allocation 
from the available pool, industry developed a proposal that is essentially a self-funded buy-out. 
Consolidation will occur as permit holders respond to the annual trap allocation cuts by obtaining 
trap allocation from those permit holders who downsize their operations or leave the fishery.  
 
Management tools being considered 
Trap Allocations 
Trap allocations are the only aspect of the current regulations that provide a means and 
mechanism to allow the consolidation of the industry. The industry will need to be reduced 
commensurate with the available resource in SNE, which is estimated at 50 % of its historic level 
according to the last assessment. The Board will update this value when the next assessment is 
complete in 2014. Industry members feel it is critical to maintain the economic viability of a 
downsized fleet, therefore it is necessary to gradually consolidate fishing rights on fewer vessels.  

 
In order to facilitate the downsizing process, each allocation of qualified traps will need to be 
reduced. This would be effective when trap transferability is fully implemented by all 
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management agencies, allowing some members of the industry to sell their allocations of 
qualified traps and exit the fishery, and allowing others to purchase traps and maintain full 
allocations. The current maximum trap cap is 800 traps in LCMA 2 and 2000 traps in LCMA 3. 
 
Trap Banking   
Trap allocation banking will allow a permit holder to obtain trap allocation from other permit 
holder in excess of the individual trap limit on an area specific basis. This additional allocation 
may not be fished until activated by the permit holder’s governing agency. This provision will 
enhance the ability of a lobster business owner to plan for their future. For example, banked traps 
could be activated, up to the maximum individual trap allocation, if a permit holder’s trap 
allocation was reduced in the future, instead of trying to buy additional allocation the year the 
reductions occurred. Entities will also be able to obtain trap allocation in a single transaction vs. 
making numerous small transactions each year, which will reduce the administrative burden for 
the management agencies and industry.  
 
Controlled Growth 
While LCMT’s have expressed a desire to have flexibility to scale businesses in a predicable 
manner in order to survive the exploitation reductions that are needed to rebuild the stock, the 
industry has also voiced the concern that they do not want the industry to change too rapidly. 
This includes both the process of purchasing traps (increasing and decreasing traps). In order to 
balance these two conflicting concerns the addendum includes a provision that would limit the 
rate of trap increases that may result from the implementation of trap transferability, this which is 
termed “controlled growth”. Controlled growth is intended to allow an entity to annually move 
traps from their trap allocation bank account, and add them to their allocation of active traps at a 
predictable rate. The controlled growth limitation is specific for each LCMA. 
 
3.0 Proposed Changes in Management Tools 
 
3.1 LCMA 2 Proposed Management Options  
The following measures are being proposed for LCMA 2 only 
 
3.1.1 Active trap reduction 
A. Initial Trap reduction 
Trap allocation would be reduced in year one by the percent chosen by the Board (below option). 
Trap allocation reductions would be from the original allocation that was given to the fishermen 
in 2007 for state-only permit holders and for federal permit holders the cut would be to the 
allocation accepted by the permit holder after NOAA Fisheries completes its allocations (it is 
expected to be complete before the 2013 fishing year). In addition, any other allocation that was 
obtained by the permit holder subsequent to the initial allocation would also be cut. 
 
Option 1. Status quo: No action will be taken 
Option 2. 25% reduction (LCMT preferred option) in trap allocation 
 
B. Annual Trap reduction:  
Trap allocations would be reduced each year by a specified amount over a period of 5 years. The 
annual trap allocation reduction will be assessed on both active and banked trap allocations with 
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the annual trap reduction being permanently retired for conservation purposes. If an initial trap 
reduction is implemented in year one (above option), the annual trap reductions will start in year 
2 and continue through year 6 (total of 5 years of annual cuts) 
 
Option 1. Status quo: No action will be taken 
 
Option 2. A 5% reduction in trap allocation per year for 5 years, totaling 25% (LCMT preferred 
option) 
 
3.1.3 Trap Allocation Transfers If an option other than status quo were adopted this would 
replace section 4.3.3.3 of Addendum XII 
In regards to the transfer of trap allocation, current ASMFC rules (Addenda VII and XII) allow 
entities to transfer full or partial allocations of qualified traps from one owner to another in 
accordance with specific criteria in each State and /or in accordance with federal law. NOAA 
Fisheries currently does not allow for the transfer of partial allocations, but is in rule making to 
consider this regulation. NOAA Fisheries does allow for a full business sale. 
 
The ASMFC rule is different depending on if the transfer is of a full or partial allocation. 
 
A. Partial Transfers of a Multi-LCMA Trap Allocation 
 
Option 1: Status Quo: The recipient of a partial trap allocation from a permit that that has a 
multi-LCMA trap allocation must choose only a single LCMA that the transferred trap allocation 
will be authorized to fish in; trap fishing privileges for the other LCMAs will be forfeited.  
 
Option 2: The recipient of a partial trap allocation from a permit that that has a multi-LCMA trap 
allocation would retain the multi-LMCA history. The recipient could fish in any of the LCMAs 
that the trap history allows. The recipient would be bound by the most restrictive rule when 
fishing multi-LMCAs.  
 
B. Full Business Transfers: 
 
Option 1: Status Quo: The recipient of a trap allocation from a permit that that has a multi-
LCMA trap allocation would retain the multi-LMCA history. The recipient could fish in any of 
the LCMAs that the trap allocation allows. The recipient would be bound by the most restrictive 
rule when fishing multi-LMCAs.  
 
Option 2: The recipient of a trap allocation from a permit that that has a multi-LCMA trap 
allocation must choose only a single LCMA that the transferred trap allocation will be authorized 
to fish in; trap fishing privileges for the other LCMAs will be forfeited. 
 
3.1.5 Trap Allocation Banking  
Banked trap allocation refers to trap allocation that is owned but may not be fished and are held 
in a trap allocation banking account. An entity/individual who owns the maximum individual 
trap cap but less than the total ownership cap in an area may purchase traps from other fishermen 
and deposit the allocation in his/ her trap allocation bank account until the maximum ownership 
cap is reached. 
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Each entity with a state or federal permit for a LMCA is entitled to establish a single trap 
allocation banking account, for each permit. Each trap allocation bank account will be 
partitioned by LCMA. An entity’s total of active and banked traps may not exceed the total 
ownership cap for a LCMA (section 3.1.6). Traps in the account may not be fished until 
activated in accordance with the controlled growth provisions of the proposal. Release of banked 
trap allocation would be subject to the provisions established by the Addendum. Traps in the 
account would be subject to trap reductions. A transfer tax will not be assessed on traps activated 
from the permit holder’s allocation bank account to that same permit owner’s individual 
allocation.  

Option 1. Status quo: No action (trap banking would not be permitted)  
 
Option 2. Up to 800 traps can be banked by an individual or corporation at a given time (LCMT 
preferred option).  
 
3.1.6 Ownership Cap 
In order to inhibit the excessive consolidation of the industry, a cap on ownership is proposed. 
An ownership cap is the maximum number of traps that an entity may own in a LCMA which is 
any combination of individual allocated traps (active traps) and banked traps. Entity’s who own 
traps above the cap in each area would be allowed to keep their allocations of qualified traps but 
all transfer of qualified traps after the date of implementation would be subject to the cap 
(meaning an entity would not be able to transfer more than the cap). This would replace section 
4.2.1.4 of Addendum VII 
 
Option 1. Status Quo: No single company or individual may own, or share ownership of, more 
than 2 qualified LCMA 2 federal permits. However, those individuals who have more than 2 
permits in December 2003 may retain the number they had at that time but may not own or share 
ownership of any additional permits.  
This option limits the number of permits that can be owned rather than traps 
 
Option 2. An entity could not own more than 1600 traps (800 active and 800 banked traps) 
(LCMT Preferred)  
 
3.1.7 Controlled Growth 
Controlled growth is intended to allow an entity to annually move trap allocation from their trap 
allocation bank account, and add them to their allocation of active traps per year, but at a 
predictable rate. Controlled growth applies each individual’s allocation by LCMA and not an 
individual’s total allocation. 
 
The controlled growth provision will be effective in the same years that NOAA Fisheries 
implements transferability, and once annually thereafter. A full transfer of all qualified and 
banked traps will be exempt from the controlled growth provision. 
 
Option 1. Status quo: No restriction on growth 
 
Option 2. A maximum of 400 traps could be moved per year (LCMT preferred option) 
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Option 3. A maximum of 800 traps could be moved per year 
 
3.1.8 Transfer Tax    
Addendum IX and XII specified that a conservation tax to be applied on transfers in LCMA 2 is 
10%. This addendum is not proposing the change the transfer tax for LCMA 2 but proposes to 
change the method the Board may take to alter the tax rate.  
 
Option 1: Status Quo: Any changes to the conservation tax would be made through the ASMFC 
Addendum or Amendment process 
 
Option 2: Allow the modification of the transfer tax rate in order to achieve the goals of the 
management program through Board action (a single vote at a meeting of the Board). The 
transfer tax rate may only be adjusted annually between the values of 5-20 %, and will become 
effective in the following year as part of the next tag issuance cycle. 
 
3.2 LCMA 3 Proposed Management Options  
The following measures are being proposed for LCMA 3 only. If any of the below measures are 
approved then ASMFC will recommend to NOAA Fisheries to implement those regulations 
since LCMA 3 is entirely within Federal waters. 
 
3.2.1 Annual Trap reduction:  
Trap allocation would be reduced each year by a specified amount, as listed in the options below. 
Trap allocation would be reduced from the current (2012) permit trap allocation. The annual trap 
allocation cut will be assessed on both active and banked trap allocations, be LCMA specific, 
with the annual trap reduction being permanently retired for conservation purposes. 
 
Option 1: Status quo: No action will be taken 
 
Option 2. 2.5 % reduction of trap allocation per year for 10 years (LCMT preferred option) 
 
Option 3. 5% reduction of trap allocation per year for 5 year  
 
3.2.2 Transfer Tax 
A. Transfer Tax Rate 
In order to further downsize the fleet to the reduced status of the lobster stock in SNE, each 
transfer of traps will be assessed a conservation tax. The tax will be assessed on all transfers 
including transfer between vessels in the same corporation. This would replace Section 4.1.1 of 
Addendum XIV 
 
Option 1. Status Quo: A conservation tax of 20% is assessed for each partial transfer of traps in 
LCMA 3 (example: if 100 trap tags are transferred to a fisher, the net number of tags received by 
that fisher will be 80). A conservation tax of 10% is assessed for the sale of a complete fishing 
operation in LCMA 3.  
 
Option 2. A conservation tax of 10 % is assessed on any transfer or full business sale (LCMT 
preferred option)  
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B. Method to Adopt Transfer Tax Rate 
Option 1: Status Quo: Any changes to the conservation tax would be made through the ASMFC 
Addendum or Amendment process 
 
Option 2: Allow the modification of the transfer tax rate in order to achieve the goals of the 
management program through Board action (a single vote at a meeting of the Board). The 
transfer tax rate may only be adjusted annually between the values of 5-20 %, and will become 
effective in the following year as part of the next tag issuance cycle. 
 
3.2.3 Trap Transfers 
In regards to the transfer of trap allocation, current ASMFC rules (Addenda VII and XII) allow 
entities to transfer full or partial allocations of qualified traps from one owner to another in 
accordance with specific criteria in each State and /or in accordance with federal law. NOAA 
Fisheries currently does not allow for the transfer of partial allocations, but is in rule making to 
consider this regulation. NOAA Fisheries does allow for a full business sale. 
 
The ASMFC rule is different depending on if the transfer is of a full or partial allocation. 
 
A. Partial Transfers of a Multi-LCMA Trap Allocation: If an option other than status quo 
were adopted this would replace section 4.3.3.3 of Addendum XII 
 
Option 1. Status Quo: The recipient of a partial trap allocation from a permit that that has a 
multi-LCMA trap allocation must choose only a single LCMA that the transferred trap allocation 
will be authorized to fish in; trap fishing privileges for the other LCMAs will be forfeited. 
 
Option 2. The recipient of a partial trap allocation from a permit that that has a multi-LCMA trap 
allocation would retain the multi-LMCA history. The recipient could fish in any of the LCMAs 
that the trap history allows. The recipient would be bound by the most restrictive rule when 
fishing multi-LMCAs.  
 
B. Full Business Transfers: 
Option 1. Status Quo: The recipient of a trap allocation from a permit that that has a multi-
LCMA trap allocation would retain the multi-LMCA history. The recipient could fish in any of 
the LCMAs that the trap history allows. The recipient would be bound by the most restrictive 
rule when fishing multi-LMCAs.  
 
Option 2. The recipient of a trap allocation from a permit that that has a multi-LCMA trap 
allocation must choose only a single LCMA that the transferred trap allocation will be authorized 
to fish in; trap fishing privileges for the other LCMAs will be forfeited. 
 
3.2.4 LCMA 3 Designation  
Option 1. Status quo: no change to the current LMCA 3 area designation.   
Option 2. LCMA 3 Permit Designation 
LCMA 3 will be split in the 3 permit designations: SNE, GBK, and GOM. As part of the permit 
renewal process, NOAA fisheries will require fishermen with LCMA 3 permits to designate if 
they will fish in Georges Bank, Gulf of Maine, or the Southern New England portion of LCMA 
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3. The area selected will be noted on the permit and remain in effect for the entire fishing year. 
Fishermen will be allowed to change the area designation once per year as part of the annual 
permit renewal process, effective in the following year. Fishermen will be bound by the most 
restrictive rule and trap allocation for the area that they designate into. 
 

The boundary between SNE and GBK would be split by the 70 o longitude. Those fishing west of 
70 o longitude would designate SNE, those fishing east would designate GBK. 
The boundary between the GBK and GOM would be split by the 42 o 20’ latitude, those fishing 
North of 42 o 20’ latitude would designate GOM and those south would designate GBK. 
 

Trap and Permit Caps on ownership  
Several types of restraints on ownership are being proposed for LCMA 3 in order to inhibit the 
excessive consolidation of industry. These include a cap on the number of individual active traps 
a single permit may fish, a cap on the number of traps a single permit may fish and own, and a 
cap on the aggregate number of federal permit and traps a entity/ company may own.  
 

3.2.5 Trap Cap (Maximum number of traps an individual vessel can fish)  
Each entity/vessel with an LCMA 3 allocation will be allowed to fish their active qualified trap 
allocation up to a maximum number of traps per year. This document proposes two different trap 
caps for LCMA 3, one for the SNE portion and one for the Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank 
portion combined. No single vessel with an LCMA 3 permit may fish more than the maximum 
number of traps.  
 

Option 1:  Status quo: No action would be taken the trap cap for all of LCMA 3 would remain at 
2000 traps.  
 

Option 2: Annual trap cap as specified in the below table from 2012 to 2023. This trap cap 
schedule assumes that NOAA Fisheries will implement a 2000 trap cap with the next set of 
federal rules and also cut allocated traps by 25 % (as proposed in section 3.2.1 of this 
addendum). If NOAA Fisheries adopts a lower trap cap for LCMA 3 or different trap cut, the 
schedule will be adjusted accordingly. 
 

Maximum number of traps that can be actively fished in Area 3: 

Year GBK/GOM  SNE 

2012 2000 2000 

2013 1950 1950 

2014 1901 1901 

2015 1853 1853 

2016 1807 1807 

2017 1762 1800 

2018 1718 1800 

2019 1675 1800 

2020 1633 1800 

2021 1592 1800 

2022 1552 1800 

2023 1513 1800 
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3.2.6 Ownership Cap 
In order to inhibit the excessive consolidation of the industry, a cap on ownership is proposed. 
An ownership cap is the maximum number of traps that an entity may own in a LCMA which is 
any combination of individual allocated traps (active traps) and banked traps. Entity’s who own 
traps above the cap in each area would be allowed to keep their allocations of qualified traps but 
all transfer of qualified traps after the date of implementation would be subject to the cap 
(meaning an entity would not be able to transfer more than the cap). If an option other than 
status quo were adopted this would replace section 4.2.1.4 of Addendum VII 
 

Option 1. Status Quo: No action, no ownership cap 
 
Option 2. Ownership Cap as specified in the table below: This schedule assumes that NOAA 
Fisheries will implement a 2000 trap cap with the next set of federal rules and phase in a 25 % 
trap cut during the next ten years. If NOAA Fisheries adopts a lower trap cap  or cut for LCMA 
3,  the schedule will be adjusted accordingly. 
 
Area 3 Maximum Ownership Cap  
Date Maximum 

2012 2396 
2013 2336 
2014 2277 
2015 2220 
2016 2165 
2017 2111 
2018 2058 
2019 2007 
2020 1956 
2021 1907 
2022 1859 
2023 1800 

 
3.2.7 Aggregate Ownership Cap 
The ASMFC adopted Addendum IV in December 2003 which limited the number of federal 
permits any single entity/company can own to 5 with an exception for a group of permit holders. 
Two options are being considered in this addendum to further limit consolidation within the Area 
3 industry. If an option other than status quo is adopted it will replace Section 4.2.3 of 
Addendum IV.  
 
Option 1: Status Quo: Anti-monopoly Clause: No single company or individual may own, or 
share ownership of, more than 5 qualified LCMA 3 federal permits. However, those individuals 
who have more than 5 permits in December 2003 may retain the number they had at that time but 
may not own or share ownership of any additional permits.  

Option 2: No single company or individual may own, or share ownership of, more than 5 
qualified LCMA 3 federal permits and can not own more than five times the individual 
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ownership cap of traps.  Aggregate trap caps are specified in the table below. Example:  In 2012 
an individual would be limited to owning five times the individual vessel allocation (2396) or 
11,980 active and banked traps. In 2023 the total aggregate ownership cap for an entity would be 
set at 9000 traps (five times 1800). Any entity that owns more than the aggregate ownership cap 
at the time of implementation of the regulation may retain the overage. However all transfers of 
traps after the implementation date are subject to the cap.  

Year GOM/GBK SNE 
2012 10,000 10,000 
2013 9,750 9,750 
2014 9,505 9,505 
2015 9,265 9,265 
2016 9,035 9,035 
2017 8,810 9,000 
2018 8,590 9,000 
2019 8,375 9,000 
2020 8,165 9,000 
2021 7,960 9,000 
2022 7,760 9,000 
2023 7,565 9,000 
 
3.2.8 Trap Banking  
Banked trap allocation refers to trap allocation that is owned but may not be fished and are held 
in a trap allocation banking account. An entity/individual who owns the maximum individual 
trap cap but less than the total ownership cap in an area may purchase traps from other fishermen 
and deposit the allocation in his/ her trap allocation bank account. 

Each entity with a state or federal permit for a LMCA is entitled to establish a single trap 
allocation banking account, for each permit. Each trap allocation bank account will be 
partitioned by LCMA. An entity’s total of active and banked traps may not exceed the total 
ownership cap for a LCMA (section 3.2.5). Traps in the account may not be fished until 
activated in accordance with the controlled growth provisions of the proposal. Release of banked 
trap allocation would be subject to the provisions established by the Addendum. Trap in the 
account would be subject to trap reductions. A transfer tax will not be assessed on traps activated 
from the permit holder’s allocation bank account to that same permit owner’s individual 
allocation.  

Option 1. Status quo: No action, trap allocation banking is not permitted 
 
Option 2. Up to 396 traps can be banked by an individual or corporation at a given time 
 
Option 3. Up to 900 traps can be banked by an individual or corporation at a given time 
  
Option 4. Up to 2396 traps can be banked by an individual or corporation at a given time, this is 
equal to maximum ownership cap (LCMT preferred option) 
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3.2.7 Controlled Growth 
Controlled growth is intended to allow an entity to annually move trap allocation from their trap 
allocation bank account, and add them to their allocation of active traps per year, but at a 
predictable rate. Controlled growth applies each individual’s allocation by LCMA and not an 
individual’s total allocation. 
 
The controlled growth provision will be effective in the same years that NOAA Fisheries 
implements transferability, and once annually thereafter. A full transfer of all qualified and 
banked traps will be exempt from the controlled growth provision. 
 
Option 1. Status Quo: No action, no controlled growth provision 
 
Option 2. A maximum of 100 traps could be moved per year (LCMT preferred option) 
 
Option 3. A maximum of 200 traps could be moved per year 
 
4.0 Annual Review and Adjustment Process 
As part of the annual plan review process the ASMFC Lobster Board will review the 
performance of this program to ensure that it is meeting the goals of the program. The review 
will consider the number of traps transferred, the rate of transfer, degree of consolidation taking 
place, etc in each area.  
 
States will be required to submit to ASMF the following information for the most recent fishing 
year on July 1 

 Number of allocated traps for LMCA 2 and 3 
 Number of traps transferred for LCMA 2 and 3 
 The rate of transfer for LCMA 2 and 3 
 Maximum number of traps fished for LMCA 2 and 3 
 The degree of consolidation for LCMA 2 and 3 

 
4.1  Compliance 
If the existing lobster management program is revised by approval of this draft addendum, the 
American Lobster Management Board will designate dates by which states will be required to 
implement the addendum. The compliance schedule will take the following format: 
 
XXXXX: States must submit programs to implement Addendum XVII for approval 

by the American Lobster Management Board 
 
XXXXX: The American Lobster Board Approves State Proposals 
 
XXXXX:  All states must implement Addendum XVIII through their approved 

management programs. States may begin implementing management 
programs prior to this deadline if approved by the Management Board.  
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5.0 Recommendation for Federal Waters 
The SNE lobster resource has been reduced to very low levels. The Atlantic States Marine 
Fisheries Commission believes that additional fishery restrictions are necessary to prevent 
further depletion of the resource.  
 
The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission believes that the measures contained in 
Amendment 3 and Addenda I-XVIII are necessary to limit the expansion of effort into the lobster 
fishery and to rebuild lobster stocks to recommended levels. ASMFC recommends that the 
Federal government promulgate all necessary regulations to implement the measures contained 
in Section 3 and 4 of this document. 
 
6.0 References 
ASMFC, 2009. Stock Assessment Report No. 09-01.  
 
ASMFC 2010, SNE Exploitation Reduction No. 10-120. 
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Healthy, self-sustaining populations for all Atlantic coast fish species or successful restoration well in progress by the year 2015 

 
MEMORANDUM 

 

Paul J. Diodati, (MA), Chair          Dr. Louis B. Daniel, III, (NC), Vice-Chair          John V. O’Shea, Executive Director 

April 5, 2012 
 
To:  American Lobster Management Board  
From:  American Lobster Technical Committee 
RE:   Recommended TORs for the 2014 Assessment  
 
The next American lobster stock assessment is scheduled to be completed in 2014. In order to 
meet this deadline work must begin on the assessment this summer. The Board will need to 
approve Terms of Reference at the May 2012 Lobster Board Meeting. The Lobster Technical 
Committee has recommended the Board consider the following Terms of Reference for the 
assessment and peer review: 
 

Draft Terms of Reference for Stock Assessment 
2014 American Lobster Stock Assessment 

 
1. Collect and evaluate available data sources including current and historical commercial, 

recreational, discard, and fishery independent data.   
a. Provide descriptions of each data source (e.g. geographic location, sampling 

methodology, variability, outliers).  Discuss data strengths and weaknesses (e.g. 
temporal and spatial scale, gear selectivities, aging accuracy, sample size) and 
their potential effects on the assessment. 

b. Justify inclusion or elimination of each data source.   
c. Explore improved methods for calculating catch-at-length matrix. 
d. Describe calculation or standardization of abundance indices. 

 
2. Use University of Maine Model (UMM) to estimate population parameters (e.g., effective 

exploitation rate, abundance) for each stock unit and analyze model performance. 
a. Modify UMM as necessary to incorporate new data sources, explore estimation of 

growth parameters, and estimate uncertainty.   
b. Evaluate stability of model.  Perform and present model diagnostics. 
c. Perform sensitivity analyses to examine implications of important model 

assumptions, including but not limited to growth and natural mortality. 
d. Explain model strengths and limitations.  
e. Justify choice of CVs, effective sample sizes, or likelihood weighting schemes. 
f. State assumptions made and explain the likely effects of assumption violations on 

synthesis of input data and model outputs.   
g. Conduct projections assuming uncertainty in current and future conditions for all 

stocks.  Compare projections retrospectively with updated data. 
 



3. Develop simple, empirical, indicator-based trend analyses of reference abundance and 
effective exploitation for stocks and sub-stock areas. 
 

4. Update the current fishing mortality and abundance biological reference points.  If 
possible, develop alternative MSY-based reference points or proxies that may account for 
changing productivity regimes. 

 
5. Characterize uncertainty of model estimates, reference points, and stock status. 
 
6. Perform retrospective analyses, assess magnitude and direction of retrospective patterns 

detected, and discuss implications of any observed retrospective pattern for uncertainty in 
population parameters and reference points. 
 

7. Report stock status as related to current overfishing and overfished reference points (both 
current and any alternative recommended reference points).  Include simple description 
of the historical and current condition of the stock in layman’s terms. 

 
8. Address and incorporate to the extent possible recommendations from the 2009 

Benchmark Peer Review and 2010 CIE review. 
 

9. Develop detailed short and long-term prioritized lists of recommendations for future 
research, data collection, and assessment methodology.  Highlight improvements to be 
made by next benchmark review.   
 

10. Recommend timing of next benchmark assessment and intermediate updates, if necessary 
relative to biology and current management of the species. 

 
Draft Terms of Reference for Peer Review Panel 

2014 American Lobster Stock Assessment 
 
 

1. Evaluate thoroughness of data collection and presentation and treatment of fishery-
dependent and fishery-independent data in the assessment, including the following but 
not limited to: 
a. Consideration of data strengths and weaknesses 
b. Justification for inclusion or elimination of available data sources, 
c. Calculation of catch-at-length matrix 
d. Calculation and/or standardization of abundance indices 
 

2. Evaluate the methods and models used to estimate population parameters and reference 
points for each stock unit, including but not limited to: 
a. Use of available life history information to parameterize the model(s) 
b. Model parameterization and specification (e.g. choice of CVs, effective sample sizes, 

likelihood weighting schemes, etc.). 
c. The choice and justification of the preferred model.  Was the most appropriate model 

used given available data and life history of the species? 



3. Evaluate the estimates of stock abundance and exploitation from the assessment for use 
in management.  If necessary, specify alternative estimation methods. 

4. Evaluate the methods used to characterize uncertainty in estimated parameters.  Were the 
implications of uncertainty in technical conclusions clearly stated? 

5. Evaluate the diagnostic analyses performed, including but not limited to: 
a. Sensitivity analyses to determine model stability and potential consequences of major 

model assumptions 
b. Retrospective analysis 

 
6. Evaluate the preparation and interpretation of indicator-based analyses for stocks and 

sub-stock areas. 

7. Evaluate the current and recommended reference points and the methods used to 
calculate/estimate them.  Recommend stock status determination from the assessment or 
specify alternative methods. 

8. Review the research, data collection, and assessment methodology recommendations 
provided by the Technical Committee and make any additional recommendations 
warranted. Clearly prioritize the activities needed to inform and maintain the current 
assessment, and provide recommendations to improve the reliability of future 
assessments.  
 

9. Review the recommended timing of the next benchmark assessment relative to the life 
history and current management of the species.  

 
10. Prepare a Peer Review Panel TOR and Advisory Report summarizing the Panel’s 

evaluation of the stock assessment and addressing each Peer Review Term of Reference. 
Develop a list of tasks to be completed following the workshop. Complete and submit the 
Report within 4 weeks of workshop conclusion.  

 
 
 
 



January 26, 2012

American Lobster Board
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission
1050 North Highland Street
Suite 200A-N
Arlington, VA 22201

To Lobster Board members:

I was recently made aware of an issue regarding Closed Area II on the northeast corner of
Georges Bank that both the New England Fishery Management Council and the Atlantic States
Marine Fisheries Commission Lobster Board should be made aware of and consider during
future management actions. A local offshore lobster company brought me Vessel Trip Reports
(VTR’s) and videos that suggest large numbers of egg bearing female lobsters are being caught
and discarded during some months of the year in Closed Area II. Sometimes the number of
eggers being caught and discarded was exceeding the harvest. They brought this information
forward because of concerns about potential management actions the Council is considering that
could move the habitat closure area and/or eliminate the groundfish mortality closure that
currently exists in Closed Area II. They are concerned that opening this closed area to bottom
tending mobile gear such as trawls and dredges could have a negative impact on the lobster
resource if the large concentration of egg-bearing female lobsters is subject to the active capture
technique associated with bottom tending mobile gear.

Enclosed are graphs showing the amount of reported lobster discards and harvest on a
monthly basis from VTR’s for all vessels fishing lobster traps in areas 561 and 562 from January
2010 through August 2011. In addition, bubble plots are provided of their location in
relationship to Closed Area II based on the fishing coordinates on the VTR’s. The largest
amounts of lobster discards occur from July through September inside of and immediately
adjacent to Closed Area II.

Also, I have enclosed a summary of data provided and collected by the Atlantic Offshore
Lobstermen’s Association that indicates 90% of the catch from July through October in
statistical area 561 is female and 63% of the females have eggs. These data were collected from
2009-2011 where members measured carapace length and recorded sex and egg status from a
pseudo-random sample of lobsters in their catch.

I bring this information to the attention of the Council as I believe it is important to
consider during future management actions in the Groundfish and Habitat Fishery
Management Plans since those actions maybe considering lifting the prohibition on bottom



tending mobile gear in Closed Area II. The Commission’s Lobster Board should also consider
future management action to protect the egg-bearing female lobster resource in this area if the
Council does decide that a groundfish or habitat closed area is no longer needed in Closed Area
II.

I look forward to working with my fellow Council and Commission members on this
important issue.

Sincerely,

Douglas Grout
Chief of Marine Fisheries

Cc: Paul Howard, Executive Director NEFMC
Rip Cunningham, Chairman NEFMC
Vince O’Shea, Executive Director ASMFC
Paul Diodati, Chairman ASMFC
Dan Morris, Acting Northeast Region Administrator, NMFS
Jon Shafmaster, Little Bay Lobster Co.
Toni Kerrns, ASMFC



Lobster Harvest and Discard for Area 561 and 562 for 2010 and 2011
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Figure 1. Kept and Discarded Lobster from Federal Vessel Trip Reports for Statistical Areas 561 and 562 from January 2010
through August 2011.



Figure 2. Discarded Lobster from Vessel Trip Reports for trips in Statistical Areas 561 and 562 from January through
December in 2010.



Figure 3. Discarded Lobster from Vessel Trip Reports for trips in Statistical Areas 561 and 562 from January through
August in 2011.



Figure 4. Discarded Lobster from Vessel Trip Reports for trips in Statistical Areas 561 and
562, by month, from January 2010 through August 2011



Data provided by Atlantic Offshore Lobstermen’s Association

Stat Area 562 - In Closed Area II

All Qrts Qrt 1 Qrt 2 Qrt 3 Qrt 4

#sites-hauls 25 0 0 22 3

# lobsters 1030 0 0 429 601

# female 931 0 0 384 547

% females 90% 0% 0% 90% 91%

# eggers 574 0 0 203 448

% eggers* 62% 0% 0% 53% 82%

* Proportion of females which are egg bearing

Description of how data were collected

Since 1998, AOLA has been collecting biological data about the offshore resource, initially as part
of a project with Dr. Win Watson at UNH, then later independently. In 2009, we updated our
sampling protocol, based on discussions with Bob Glenn. The protocol we now use (2009-2012) is
to sample 200 lobsters during one fishing trip per calendar quarter. Each lobster is measured and
sexed, and egg bearing and shell disease status is noted. The date, fishing location, average trawl
depth, and statistical area is also recorded. Fishermen are given the option to fish the first 200
lobsters they encounter (or first 100 of 2 days) or to fish a random selection of trawls as determined
by a random number generator.

Data are from sites only within CA II. The data come from two vessels, owned by two different
fishing companies.
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